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champions toon tue stage, a round 01
caeeis swept tne nail. .Pennsylvania,
.V w jersey and Caliiorma yelled uilu-..- .
lor uie Roosevelt leaders.
There was a brief consultation by
tne opposing tortus, 'ihen Governor
nauley stepped to the front of Uie
Tue
stage and began his argument.
piuu 01 Uoooevell leaders announced
two days ago was being carried out
appuionily wiuiout regard to tne action of tne Roosevelt delegatus last
night, who vuUu to put in u resolution
aliirmauve
oUering 510 uncontested
votes to carry any proposition.
Governor iladley briefly announced
again his motion and the laet that
Rosewater had ruled that a point of
order against uie motion seei.ieu to be
well taken.
McKinley Got No Cheers.
"Instead of following the illustrious
example of our distinguished leader,
William McKinley, when he presided
in a convention and invited full debate and consideration of a point of
order, the present cnairnian has asked
only lor a brief statement from each
The
side," said Governor
Hadley.
mention of McKinley 's name evoked
no applause.
"I assert," he went oil, "that the
uuestieu is whether the national committee ot the Republican party has
the absolute power to form a temporary roll for this convention, which can
only be changed by a report, trom a
or
committee of this convention,
whetiur this convention itself shall
say who shall sit in it.
"If it is in the power of twenty-sevemen to say who shall sit in this convention arbitrarily and without appeal,
then we have reached the end of representative government in this coun-
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Frank Lopez May Be Named
to Succeed Malaquias
Martinez
IS

tr

NO.

IS. 1912.

by the secretary, being the lowest bid
11
in
der, and that for the laws to an
flLL-uquerque printer.
Baca is a son of Don .man
- - . w
m
mm
w w
cn
Alalia jiii.il, unv ul Luc
ipand influential pioneer citizens y!p-1-- 1
B"
per has egas. l tie transiater is noted as a classical scholar, linguist and
1 1
poet, and was a classmate of Deputy
Game Warden Page B. Otero at St.
Mr.
18(19 to 1871.
Louis University
Baca graduated as the valedictorian of
bis class, from the classical course, Scene in
Big Hall is one of Indescribable Confusion, With Such Words as Thieves,
in the
his oratio nbeing delivered
Mr. Baca lias been
Latin language.
Liars, Rascals, Convicts, and Other Pet Names Freely Exchanged ; Speakers are Freteaching school lately in the state of
Texas.
quently Interrupted by Catcalls, Hisses and Cheers of Delegates ; Lonely Band in the
Dental Board.
Gallery Finds Itself Outdone by Hubbub of Human Voices ; Police Are Not NecesThe New Mexico Board of Dental
Examiners this noon concluded the
sary, Although Plenty of Them Are Lined Up Throughout the Big Coliseum ; Roll
written examination of the seven apCall Is Taken by Individuals and Consumes Several Hours, During Which Acrimon-iou- s
plicants for license to practice in New
tomor
afternoon
and
this
Mexico and
Debates Are the General Order, With Many Stinging Personalities.
row will conduct a clinic in which the
applicants must give evidence of their
practical ability. Dr. F. R. Lord of
Las Vegas, has been elected president
MEW MEXICO GIVES M'GOVERN
of the board, and Dr. M. J. Moran of DELEGATION FROM
Deming, secretary.
VOTES AND THROWS SIX TO ROOT IN OPEfflG BATTLE
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CAPITOL EMPLOYES

Corporation Commission Prepared to Hear Complaints
of Shippers.
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0B8ED OF $05 00
Chester Yates Arrested in
San Francisco Following
Thefts From Hotels
NEW

YORK

WANTS

HM

TOO

Crime He Is Charged With Com.
matted Year Ago But He
Finally Was Caught.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Governor McDonald returned this
San Francisco, Calif., June IS.
noon from Be'en, Valencia county. It
Chester
Yates was arrested here toIs understood taht he will this after
day on information from the New
noon appoint Frank Lopez, coal oil inYork police, in which he is charged
spector, to succeed Malaquias Martiwith
having robbed an aged broker ot
nez for the three months that the job
$.85,001) worth of bonds in that city
It is also
will still be in existence.
a year ago. The clew tame from San
understood that he will issue definite
Diego, where he is wanted for a series
the
orders in regard to
proposed prize j
RIO GRANDE DEMANDS
of hotel burglaries.
a fog horn voice finally got attention
ANOTHER CHILD VICTIM.
to
New
the
fight at Las Vegas.
with
Wire
Leased
Mexican)
themselves
Special
position
(By
iarizing
While playing beside the irri- Frank Lopez, who qualified as coalj
Convention Hall, Chicago, June IS. of delegations.
They are Milton i!u- - at 12:15 p. m. and announced that a
Payne, "has always stood for order. I
on
oil inspector today, is a Rio Arriba
her
father's
canal
gation
Amidst stormy scenes, acrimiuous n;eiiberg of the Vnited States Senate, t'ashlight picture was about to be
am opiKised to going into the chaos
Parkat
lives
who
county Democrat
farm, the
baby of
and personal debates, hisses,
jeers, and Fred Ireland, dean of the repor- - taken. The crowd was quiet. Then
business in this convention
at this
interstock
view where he has large
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Reeder, of
cai calls and frequent cheers, the Taft t(.rs ; n1P House of Representatives. came a tremendous ' boom" as the
time."
ests. Governor McDonald late this
La Mesa, Dona Ana county, fell
in
a
memorable
broke
won
blood
The
first
hand
forces
flashlights exploded.
Hilles Was Not Worried.
He sat down amid a round of apinto the water of the ditch and N fight today when they elected as tern
afternoon said he enjoyed his visit to
Charles Dewey Hilles, President into the "Star Spangled Banner' and
plause.
Belen
yesterat
institute
had
drowned.
was
teachers'
the
The baby
uorar.v cnairnian. iiinu ttoot, inereoy
a delegate shouted amid cheers: "The
innain
Throughout the arguments, both
toddled away from its mother
day, very much. He addressed the
floor amJ galleries were disorderly and
placing in tneir nanus tne temporary on the convention platform before 11 opening gun."
and was gone only a few min
teachers. In regard to the prize fight
rrj?nTii7j)tinn nf thf Ppnuhlicnn nation- - o'clock.
Leaders Watch Forces.
each speaker was often interrupted by
His countenance showed no
at Las Vegas he had no definite an
utes before being missed. About
al convention. The Xew Mexico deleGovernor Hadley of .Missouri,
the
the cheers, jeers, and remarks.
or grave concern over the outworry
nouncement to make as yet, except as
200 yards below the spot where
gation cast six votes for Mr. Root and
When Floor Leader Watson took up
Roosevelt floor leader took a position
to what had been stated prior to this
the child fell in a man stand- - S l votes for Mr. McGovern, the Roose- come of the session.
the argument, the Taft forces gave a
with the Illinois delegation,
national
equally
of
the
Members
Republican
much
S velt candidate for the chairmanship.
by him. He regrets very
thatj
try."
ing on the canal bank discovyell. Watson waited for order.
made their appearance as commanding as that occupied by
Committee
A round of cheers greeted this at- great
the people of Las Vegas went into the
ered the child's body drifting
The vote stood Root 5 ."18; McGovern
Then he reviewed Governor Hadley's
K. Watson, of Indiana, the Taft
James
one.
one
by
on
committee.
the
tack
affair. He is looking up a number of
national
down the stream and recovered
1
of
WisMr.
vote for
Houser
502;
and the precedents cited
floor leader.
The delegates listened to Hadley proposition
Taft Gains Delegate.
it from the water. The baby
points now and the impression is that
consin; Wisconsin not voting. Root
him.
at last got the attention
Rosewater
Reedin a few days he will announce defi- with
Phoenix
Inez
attention.
was named
quiet
itl majority.
President Taft unexpectedly gained of the
"Let me first answer the precedent
delegates, with the assistance
"We know but one government in of
nitely whether he will take any exer, and was buried in the La
Convention Hall, June IS. Police- a delegate in the Pennsylvania dele
he said.
with
the
clerk
of
the
big
reading
Mesa cemetery, the burial servthis country," ho said. "Government
traordinary measures to prevent the
men at every corner, and in every gation today through the illness of!
was where the convention
"That
a
and
voice,
megaphone.
ice of the Episcopal church be- fight.
by political party.
aisle were the distinguishing feature Delegate Cooper of the Twenty-Thirprepared its own temporary roll," inof 12 having
"The
hour
arrived,"
The appointment of Lopes for coal!
used.
be
can
ing
"If a political convention
of the scene at the Coliseum in the district. Mr. Cooper is a Roosevelt
terjected Hadley.
said Rosewater, glancing at a slip of controlled
oil inspector, like that of Martinez, is
by a, group of men within
"And why?" shouted Watson.
early hours before the doors were op- man but his alternate, Mr. Newcomer,
"and a quorum manifestly be
and the apa recess appointment,
paper,
ened to ticket holders.
then have we established
"Because there was no national comthe
party,
man.
a
is
Taft
in
be
will
the
convention
abrolaw
ing present,
pointment is only until the
The nervous tension due to general
Then have we mittee in existence."
NO
the
to
DRUNK
oligarchy?
EXCUSE.
political
unable
attend
was
BEING
Cooper
order while the Rev. Father Callaghan
gating the position goes into effect in
At this retort the Taft delegates
Yamel Lopez, while under the in- - expectation of tumultous scenes from convention.
given a few men control over party
will invoke divine blessing."
The assertion is made
September.
of
the
at
hat''
the
the
went wild.
opening
"drop
and convention?"
to
home
the
f'uence of liquor, went
No Enthusiasm.
that this bill had the emergency elan-iThe
Opening Prayer.
of the Republican national convention
Man in Gallery Answers.
the1 r Tepsetas Maxias at Elephant Butte
Hadley Cites Precedent.
urn. ll ll. mu. ll urm i
m.u
Chairman Rosewater, it was anThe prayer of Father Callaghan was
was very apparent on all sides. The
"We don't need one now," shouted
in
his
is
it
revolver
with
hand,
a
j
to
sflid he had ample
Governor
had
recognize
follows:
as
Hadley
agreed
governor in that form, and therefore
nounced,
as
as
nervous
were
anybody
police
a man in the galleries.
In the Name of the Father, and of! precedent for the action he demand-- j
the law does not go into effect until; charged, and demanded why she had else.
Governor Hadley of Missouri, as the
"We must proceed orderly," said
be
bread
to
him
the
sell
refused
day
have
of
peoand
eti.
Roosevelt,
Ghost.,
the
of
Son
the
expired.
the
days
Holy
ninety
in the representative
At 10:1." a. 111., the band
Watson.
fore. The next day in the court of
no
been
"in
Federal Court Room.
had
Amen.
convention
In S04. he said, the
Coliseum began to play "My Country, ple. I'p to noon, there
"A Republican country cannot es
The court room in the federal build- Justice T. C. Casey lie pleaded guilty, 'tis of Thee," and the people began to signs of enthusiasm, no cheering, no
"Oh Mighty Eternal, and All Wise its own right to conduct its own busi- cape orderly procedure.
Gentlemen,
of
and
our
all
direct
actions
God,
by
though claiming be knew nothing
Thy
the
own
in
down.
overthrew
and
ing is again
ness
Delegates
its
way,"
Coliseum.
stream into the
marching up
please do not applaud, listen to me."
He was
nished and makes as pleasant and com- what he did while drunk.
so
that
went
every
a
in
and
of
prayer
inspiration,
selection
Holy
came
national committee's
It hardly seemed possible that the and leaders
said Watson, "1 am trying to oddress
niodious a court room as is to bo fined $:;0 and sentenced to 90 days in hall,
and every work of ours may always
huge as it looked, could hold straight to their seats, and siood
temporary chairman.
your reason, not your passion; your
he
found in the southwest.
from
and
Thee
by
Thee,
jail.
There was some begin
1,000 people. Yet that is only ing iu the aisles.
"That, convention declared that the
not your sentiment."
Insurance Company Admitted.
more than the total l:!,770 per- pertubation anion" the Taft forces as happily ended, through Jesus Christ, national committee was the servant, judgment,
few
a
Mr. Watson referred to Governor
to
our
us
State Insurance Commissioner Jaco-bwho
1 1,270
Lord,
pray.
taught
in
deleincludes
This
sons.
total
not. the master of the people inthe
to whether or not. the two
Hadley's statement that Senator Hoard
Chaves today admitted the Masonic
"Our Father, who art in heaven,
t'm.vl hp Fourth CalifOl'- the body of the hall, 1 ,!!( on the platNEW MEXICANS ON
party," he said.
in the convention of 1880, had let the
Life Association of Buffalo, New York,!
ame.
,
ay
500 poliee- r.ia district woild be able to reach
sergeants-at-armsBIG COMMITTEES.
tinguom
lot)
as
a
form,
also
precedent
quoted
Iladley
convention pass on the questions of
v'lueh was held up on March 1 for not
Conny will De done on earth as
111., June IS.
MasF.
men, and 400 messengers, ushers and their seats on the convention
floor. come.
of
Hoar
of
Chicago,
a decision
George
"That convention had
organization.
in Heaven. Give us this day our
is
it
complying with the policy form.
committee
appointvention
pages.
There was relief when word reached
sachusetts, presiding in the conven- already been organized,"
he said.
State Funds.
our
and
ns
bread,
includforgive
daily
sent
Rosewater
Chairman
11:25
At
ments announced today
tion in 1880, wlrfj recognized a motion "Senator Hoard was chairman of the
the hall that .he two'' Taft delegates
treswe
State Treasurer O. X. Marron toas
those
who
New
forgive
of
York, had
for William Barnes. Jr.,
ed the following:
to nmend the temporary roll by sub- convention, not of the national comprocured guest tickets and would
day received $1,000 from State EnginPermanent organization, Ari- Vw'ho was seated with the New York sit with the delegates from Alaska. pass against us. And lead us not. into stituting delegates.
mittee."
but
eer Charles D. Miller for the stream
us
from evil,
deliver
Barnes hurried to the The tickets for the entire delegation temptation,
zona, F. T. Wright: Colorado,
delegation.
"This is the way this question
Taft delegates cheered vigorously.
Amen.
gauging fund, and $11.50 from Game
Rosewith
a
for
conference
Casimiro Barela: New Mexico,
platform
should be decided
were turned over .ast nignt uy
today," shouted
Hadley appeals from the chairman's
Warden T. C. de Baca, for the game
ot
ot
tne
tne
"in
and
.auie
E. A. Cahoon; Wyoming, Patwater and the other parliamentarians.
7 Cdli-tndecision.
Watson moved to lay on
and the crowd cheered.
Committeeman
Knight
Hadley,
of
an(1
Son
jtional
U)e
Gh()st
protection fund.
Holy
E.
First Gun
rick Sullivan; Texas, John
Both these motions declared
closed in a storm of ap- table.
Hiram Johnson, Amel,;
Governor
Hadley
,0
Rivers Running High.
for!foraIa
The "bang" of the flashlights
Elgin.
out of order and Chairman Rosewater
Game Warden T. C. de Baca has
concluded plause and Governor Fort of
Rules: Arizona, F. T. Wright,
the convention photograph, the first chairman of the delegation, and one, As Flltner Callaghan
presents name of Elilm Root as temtook the stage.
01 tne nl0st rauicai 01 me uooseveii, chairman Rosewater pounded the table
of
the
state,
followed
was
reports from all parts
the
battle
of
by
Colorado, E. T. Elliott:
gun
Cochems of Wiscome before a porary chairman.
never
has
"There
leaders.
his
with
announced:
"The
big
gavel,
that the streams are still running unEvery-Banner."
V"The
WyomStar Spangled
Gregory Page,
consin quickly nominated
Governor
of
this
convention
natioual
Names.
Roll
season
of
the
of
Call
national
the
this
for
by
V
great
E.
call
was
Republican
P.
secretary
;
usually high
body stood. The convention
ing, C. D. Clark Texas,
McGovern. Job Hidges seconds nomiof
conof
a
ours
for
hour
as
was
the
will
It
committee
read
teh
this
call
of
a
stated
still
party
is
question
great
'ed to order at exactly 12:02 p. in. The
large
Baier.
year and that there
more vital importance than the ques- nation of Root.
amount of snow in the mountains.
Jas. Vcall of the convention w as read by the, vening drew near that the role call on convention."
Resolutions:
Arizona,
Great cheering, delegates rising and
chairman
of
tion you now are called upon to deelection
the
read
temporary
call.
the
Insurance Depatrment Stays.
T. Williams; Colorado, A. N.
llayward
Secretary
secretary.
tiats and applauding
waving
Governor
said
not
Fort.
individuals
and
wou'd
O.
be
H.
termine,"
by
by
and
Fairbanks
Mr.
In answer to an inquiry, Attorney
the
Colonel
New
New
Mexico,
Hadley Opened
Fight.
Parrish;
was
accorafterrahl'd
will
when
a
Mcin
In
this
be
moment
was
This
The
W.
W.
M.
1SS0,
states.
in
conference
the call
question
General Frank
Clancy
plan
completed,
Bursum: Texas,
got together
the tis to the right of the convention to HADLEY IS RULED
dance with the action of the conven- Governor Hadley of Missouri,
noon stated that as the legislature had
on the floor.
Donald; Wyoming, W. H. HuntOUT OF ORDER.
M
Roosevelt floor leader, was on his! pass on its temporary roll, the conmade no provision as to the insurance
The California delegation came in tion in 1SS4.
ley.
to
Convention
delethe
111., Juno
in
nominahold
the
declared
women
feet.
was
Hall,
two
of
11:32.
The
vention
deiiartnient. its status remains the
Chicago,
at
President
Notify
California Lost Banners.
".Mr. Chairman,' he called out.
same as before the legislature met.
to determine these questions. IS. Hadley of Missouri rises to question: Arizona, J. I,. Hubbell;
power
gation were roundly cheered.
inscribtwo
Bearing
huge banners
the
"The chair recognizes Governor Had
Takes platform.
Mr. Fort did not get far before the tion of information.
Capitol Employes.
Colorado, Simon Guggenheim;
Along the front row, between
ed "California for Roosevelt,"
the ley of Missouri,"
said Chairman Rose- crowd began to laugh and interrupt Great cheering.
Watson of Indiana,
ew Mexico, J. M. Cunning- The Capitol custodian board at itsi
body of delegate seats and the platform stQffs
ot
with
bear
the
golden
'lped
follows to platform.
solid row of uniformed police, as
Barnes of New
wa(er
first session made the following t ap-- j
him with cries of "Sit down.."
ham; Wyoming, John Morton.
the state, the California
delegates"
"Mr. Chairman, I rise to a question
itol appointments: Lorenzo Gutier- New Jersey governor made the York, rises to point of order.
early as 9:110 a. m. sat waiting for
The
Notify Vice President: Arizona,
headed by Governor Hiram Johnson of information,-The mistake of answering the galleries
said Hadley.
J. C. Adams; Colorado, Jeffernobody knew what.
Hadley asks if a temporary roll has
rez, assistant custodian; Pedro G. Ormin- filed into the hall. Scattering cheers governor was beckoaed to the stage which
D.
W.
touches
the
New
Last
son
Mexico,
carpenters
Romulo
been
a
by
held
Watson raises point
Dofflemeyer,
Farr;
big
preponderprepared.
clearly
yardman;
tiz,
and made his way there amid applause. ance of Taft sympathizers.
gled with an obligato of hammers and greeted them.
night
Lujan,
(The of order that no business is in order
Murray; Wyoming, C. E.
fireman; Eustaquio
Sergeant-at-armStone ordered the James E. Watson of Indiana, Taft lloor Roosevelt
a buzz of conversation, forerunners of
watchman- - and Luis Luian.
people claimed they were till the convention is organized. Loud
the heavier hammering promised when banners removed. After considerable leader, followed him.
cheers.
Three Year Act.
packed.)
In the meantime William Barnes,
discussion, the Ca'ifornians consentthe convention began.
Chairman rules Watson's point well
Mr. Fort was constantly in trouble
Receiver Fred Muller received or"I
was
New
on
his
muster
insistof
to
remove
feet.
ed
holder
the
banners
but
York,
Jr.,
passed
Every ticket
after that. "That's right," he shouted, taken. Hadley says he asks for inders today from the General Land Of- NEW YORK STOCKS
a
make
point of order." he shouted,
SUFFER SEVERE REACTION. three times. At the last he surrend- ed on retaining the staffs.
fice at Washington, D. C, to send a
Try to make a man sit down when formation only. Now moves that the
ered his day's coupon and no means
Charles P. Taft, brother of the but was not recognized.
he is here fighting fraud.''
printed copy of the Three Year Hometemporary roll be amended by remov
Governor Hadley then stated his
Uncertainties and Other remained to help a friend or to con- President, visited the Texas delega"I appeal to the members of this ing names of certain delegates and
stead Law to every homesteader in Political
substitu
which
the
involved
of
a
the
vince
doorkeefier
who
importance tion and asked them to "Bit firm in question
Features Have Depressing Effect
the Santa Fe land office district,
convention," Fort shouted, "to assert that other names be substituted.
rolIs 1'repaTed by the Roosevelt their
f the ticketless ones outside.
on Wall Street.
boat." He also visited several
has not yet proved up. There are
right and settle whether or not
Watson's point sustained but Chairsounda
roll
forces for the temporary
A big mahogany gavel, and
prepared the roil shall be purged of the fraud
some nine thousand of these, the endelegations and urged them not to be
man Rosewater gives Hadley twenty
to
were
rise
"I
national
committee.
same
of
the
the
material
board
by
to
New
Leased
Tnre
the
ing
since
Mexican)
17,000
man
it."
Special
affected
believes to be in
tBy
that every
tire entries numbering
by Roosevelt cheers.
minutes.
Governor's Fort of New
inquire whether the national cominit- deleNew York. June 18. A reactionary placed for Chairman Rosewater to be
Cheers from the Roosevelt
And the Band Played On.
office was established.
Deneen of Illinois, are
and
Jersey,
a
has
framed
for
Root
or
tee
this
Senator
to
convention,
trend was shown in the early stages resigned presently
At ten minutes of twelve practicalgates echoed through the hall as Fort called to the platform.
Ready to Hear Complaints.
roll?" said Hadley.
or whomever
Governor McGovern,
proper
temporary
concluded.
on
R. F. Seeeerson in charge of the of today's stock market, although the
all
of
the
were
the
ly
delegates
j
Watson Makes Point of Order.
else the convention might choose as
Hadley Starts Fight.
Watson Yields to Payne.
rate department of the corporation reversal was not very .pronounced exf'oor, but many of them either had
E. Watson, Taft floor leader,
James
chairman.
temporary
the
in
specialties.
Hadley of Missouri then moves to
Taft
Watson
Floor
of
the
Leader
not located or had not taken their
commission, has equipped the north- cept
saying: "Mr. Chairman, I
Telling the Story.
and substitute a new temporary roll for
west room of the third floor of the Political uncertainties and other deseats. The aisles were .choked, and interrupted
make the point of order that nothiiiE forces then stepped to the front
E. J. Lampson, of Ohio, the veteran
the
forthcoming
including
is
office
and
velopments
for
his
hall is in ordr bt,fore this convention un- - yielded ten minutes of time to Repre- that prepared by the national commitwas
much
The
capitol building
House
National
of
the
;there
of the anthracite com reading clerk,
sentative Payne of New York. Payne tee. Watson of Indiana raises point
collecting all the tariffs and rate investigation
uove me lu it Das been organized."
of Representatives, and associate par v.as a veruauie oiiuui.
Chairman
was cheered as he began to talk, Dut of order against motion.
sheets of all the companies operating panies were factors, while the lack of
roar
calls
of
of
and
conversation
the
cheerTjoth Hadley and Watson were
was at his place by the
Rosewater
or
sustains
order
he
the
also
into
trouble
witn
later
within or through the state. The business and absence of leadership liamentarian,
point
got
table long before the time yells the big band from its lofty perch ed, as they stood on each side of the crowd.
but gives each side twenty minutes
commission is now equipped to exam- were contributing causes. Rumored speaker's
mourn-- , chairman's table, facing each other.
out
more
or
less
kept
pouring
for
reflected
opening.
' This is a question of order in this for debate.
ine into all complaints as rates from war among the refiners was
nil tunes.
"I rose to a question of infornia
A few minutes later a thin procesof sugar shares. Coalers
on one hand," said Payne,
of
Hadley takes floor in support
- convention
shippers and to make prompt adjust- in weakness
answered
Governor
Rosewater
Victor
came
ie
Hadley, "prebegan pounding tion,"
and W:abash preferred were heavy, al- sion of men in plain clothes
his motion.
"and possible chaos on the other."
ment.
at one of the entrances. Assistant for order at 12:02 p. m.
liminary to making a motion. I'ntil
To
America
and
Gas
so
Consolidated
"How about the Payne tariff bill?'' Hadley says that any
District Court.
candidate
Sergeant-at-Ann- s
Stone called for I had made that motion there was
they were, but the
bacco. Texas Company was up almost sergeants-at-armshouted a voice, from the gallery, and named by this convention
unfairly
to
The following suits were filed in the three
order
a
make
of
as
if
them
W.
his
aisles.
point
to
clear
nothing
the
upon
assistants
pounced
they
points and Mexican petroleum police
with jeers held up will have a tainted candidacy. Loud
office of the clerk of the district court, two
were a hostile army. The soft click W. (Pudge) Heffelfinger of Minne- against. 1 still have the recognition a cheer, mixed
points.
cheers.
JV1. A. Ortiz, this forenoon:
Payne's talk for some time.
The market c'osed steady. Tra of the "secret sounders" of the news apolis, the famous former Yale foot- of the chair.''
Mr. Payue made historical argument
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"Good news travels fast," and the the size of any line by increasing the
thousands of bad tinex sufferers in contract price in proportion to the
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Santa Fe are glad to learn that added equipment. As the water sys-- I
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Many a lame, weak and aching back eight mi'es of pipe which ranges from
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in the West, where the high prices of a
Policies at Lowest Rates.
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Daughter of Former Surveyor
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But rouse me and, red sears 1 wreak
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Federation Movement.
TO
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Throughout
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Philippines,
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hips on account of kidney trouble and
recommendation
"Come
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boss."
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of;
On sale June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit,
personal
again,
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the de"1
"Four grasshopper punches," order- Mgr. Chapelle, Archbishop of Santa rheumatism. and got some of Foley
tails of the struggles and dangers of the early Spanish settlers up to the
August 12, 1912. Also on sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept.
Pills
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ed Mr. McHarg.
a burse in the Kidney
was
he
Fe,
preferred
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
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facts concerning
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was a wonderful
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read able type,
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"Well, well," laughed McHarg, "you mendation of His pminence Cardinal
Foley Kidney Pills." For saie by all
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SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS. ETC.
heard
never
of a grasshopper punch? Gibbons. Father O'Keefe accepted
Listen, then, and I will tell you all commission as chaplain in the Army jdrjgglsta.
Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
about it. Take a large orange and from the hands of President McKin-ley- .
THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Found Dead in Bed The Taos ValA Concise History of the Important Purl that Education Meant to the Settlement
squeeze all the juice out of it. Then
and Growth of Our State. Hy Mr Read, in a
Mepamph- Encarnacion
a fresh laid egg and beat it up
that
Xews
Catholic
American
Few
take
ley
clergymen
leports
VCIIIS
let, something that should be in every home in the State. Price,
j whole with the orange
juice. Then are better informed regarding things dina, a resident of Taos was found
For further information call on or address,
Leave 3 o jr orders at the New Mexican office, or address
j take a dash of
dead in bed having apparently been
brandy, and sprinkle it Philippine.
he author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
SANTA FE, N. M
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Our readers will readily recall the dead for several days before his body
carefully over the egg and orange
j juice.
Fill the glass slowly with min- - interesting lecture on the Philippines was discovered.

Department of the Interior,
tl. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
June 10, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
on June S, 1907, made homestead entry, No. 11588, for lots 7 and 8 and
south half of southeast quarter, section C, township, 13 north, range 9
ast, New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the Register
and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
ar Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
Jlexico.
Juan Sanche", of Kennedy, New

Edubigen Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
of La Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mexico.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

eral water. Then deposit
chunk of ice in the glass.
ishing and soothing."
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to the city of albuquerque.

Addition

have placed upon the market 100 Fifty-FoLots out of this addition at 40 per cent, from regular selling price 10 per ct. down 5 per ct. for eighteen months, without interest or taxes. There are 480 lots left in the addition, and after 100 of them are sold the price of the lots WILL POSITIVELY BE PUT BACK TO THE REGULAR MAP PRICES.
I

Since I have acquired this property three years ago I
have sold over $:i5,000.00 worth on a basis of the regular
map prices and tip to this sale the best discount ever
and that discount only in
given was not to exceed 25
two or three instances where the purchases were lanre
running as high as $3,0(10. That the marked prices are
the original can be verified from more than fifty plats
with the price marked upon each lot, which plats are in
dealers and individuals who have
the hands of
addition
lies between the State UniThis
purchased.
versity and the business section of the city on elevated
ground, overlooking the Rio Grande valley for miles. There
has been purchased by the citizens of Albuquerque 1G0

5

real-esta-

te

ot

acres of land one mile east of the University for permanent
fair grounds. This means a car line out to the University and on to the fair grounds. When this car line
is built any lot in the Terrace Addition within two blocks
of it will be worth from 50 to 100
more than the present

map prices.
Silver Avenue is the principal street through the addition. This street is graded its entire length and fine
shade trees growing on both sides of the street for ten blocks.
main the full length of
Water is pipe dthrough a
the street. About one third of the lots on Silver Avenue
remain unsold and now come under this discount, although most of them sold brought full map prices.
ch

i

21
45
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55
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45
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7
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lots
lots
lots
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lots
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lots
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5 lota
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$100 each
200

"
"

12 5

"

150
225
250

"
"
"
"

115

2"
lino

"

P.25

"

H5'

"

?.:r,
400

"
"

There are in the addition 10 lots at
4 lots at

450
550

"
"

This is no ordinary real estate offer. There probably
is no other city in the United States with anywhere near
the prospects, of Albuquerque that close in Jots can be
purchased for such money, but one hundred of them must
lie sold in a hurry. If you are interested write for a full
sized city map showing the Terrace Addition complete,
and also a blue print with the price marked upon every lot.
Xo reservations out of the 180 unsold lots, you can pick
anv of them.

ALL SUBJECT TO THE 40 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

I

fld.

P. STAMM,

Alfeaqaerque, New Mexico.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEX1 CAN REVIEW.
aKes Specialty of Mining, Political
and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-Treasure-
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OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, Bix months, by mall
25
Dally, per week by carrier
Weekly, six rronths
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
;.- .65 Weekly, ;er year.
Daily, ner month, bv mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

BANK

NATIONAL

$3.50

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

. . 1.00

his brother Arthur Ilfeld and wife, and
Miss Sargent of Chicago, from Las Vegas, chairman of the county commissioners, Robert P. Ervien and wife, J.
M. Earnest,
Mrs. Ervien's father,
Thomas P. Gable, former game a.id
fih warden, Sheriff Charles Closson,
and Postmaster John Pflueger, of San

ta Fe, Senator Pankey of Lamy, and
others, spent the day at Valley Ranch,
fshing and enjoying a day's outing.
The largest catch was made by Mr.
Cole of Santa Fe, he getting twenty
fish which filled his creel, the largest
IS inces long, with one small one, S
inches.

Valley Ranch, X. M., June 17, 1912.
The Upper Pecos and Valley Ranch
are not only noted for beautiful scenery, but for the many noted visitors.
Yesterday a motor car party consist
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
ot Senator Louis C. lifeld, with
every postofflce in the Stale, and has a large and growing circulation ing
of
and
Southwest
the
among the intelligent
progressive people
ed at its full value, but it is notorious porary organization had been effected : to the convention."
that this has not been done, and the
"It is not within the province of this
"Give him leave to print it," shoutassessed valuation of the whole state unorganized gathering to consider cre- ed a delegate.
has, proportionately to the real value, dentials, and in fact no credentials are
"Will you support the nominee?"
steadily decreased for the last fifteen before it. The motion is therefore out asked a delegate, but Flinn made no
retreats, of beautiful haunts.
or twenty years.
of order," the statement concluded.
No one knows New Mexico, or can
BE CALM.
X
reply.
Rosewater then announced he was
"Will you bolt?" again demanded
Be calm and keep
love it, until he has trodden
yotir
to
rule.
ready
IT'S ALL SO CONVINCING.
voices.
the trails and the roads of the Pecos
powder dry was the counsel of
"The chair sustains the point of or
Theodore Roosevelt in a vehement
X a general on the battlefield
or Jemez national forests, or climbed
Flinn Will Not Vote.
several centuries ago.
the peaks within sight of Santa Fe harangue that covered 32 typewritten der," he said, "and declares the mowant you to understand,
"I
don't
out
Gov.
of
of
tion
order."
in
the
sent
counsel
Hadley
This is wise
advance copies
out,
during
where nestle mysterious lakes in the pages
cam- electrified the audience with ancient
Hadley was standing not ten feet returned Flinn, "that I am notifying
the present
political
bosom of ancient craters.
bromides that, somehow, find applause away, flanked by Fort and George L. the convention that I intend to bolt.'
X paign.
Record of New Jersey.
ever ready for them.
Flinn support McGovern.
Do not take these leaders
X
exploring the unsuspected beauties of
Francis J. Heney, of California,
who are denouncing each other
lien ne uenounces thieves, every'
Hadley Tries to Appeal.
iioiirhhnriinnii?
X as liars, thieves,
honest man has to applaud, as a mat- -' "I appeal from the decision of the made his way to the platform amid
gangsters
X too seriously.
Tomorrow you
of collrs' When he insists again chair," shouted Hadley. "I second the cheers from tne Roosevelt delegates,
RAPID GROWTH IN EXPORTS TO ter,
X may see them marching down v'
again that black isn t white, no motion," added Fort and Record in led by California.
Si
AMERICA.
SOUTH
X Michigan Avenue arm in arm.
man dare set nn and disnntp this splf- - unison.
"The questions before you. today
Exports to South America have evident fact. Again there is prolonged
The Republicans will win this
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"And I move that the motion be laid are not limited to the selection
fiscal
in
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a
thown
phenomenal
gain
..X November!
applause.
Watson. the individual who will preside over
the
upon
table,"
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with
ends
which
the
present When he reiterates that the nominayear
You all remember how only a
X
The convention was in an uproar but the convention," said Heney.
month. Prior to 1011 the total value
X few short months ago, Holm
The question goes to the basis of
had tion would be his if the delegates vote Rosewater was not perturbed.
America
of exports to South
O. Bursum was denounced as
I have already Republican
principles.
In for him, his hearers are overwhelmed
100
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million
reached
never
dollars.
ruling
poin
rotten
is
everything that
with the force and the truth of the made both of these motions are out
"The question before you is wheth1911, the total was, speaking in round
X litical life. Today some of these
statement.
Once
the cheers lift of
order," said Rosewater in a voice er a national convention shall underterms, 109 million dollars, and in the the roof from themore,
same fellows look up to him as
Auditorium.
that carried only a few feet. Again take to prepare a roll of delegates
current fiscal year which ends with the
big- X an astute, conscientious,
It is all so plain and simple that it the
delegates yelled. Hadley appealed which shall bind the members.
present month, seems likely to be
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a beautiful lessen to aspirfor recognition.
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' If it
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statesmen.
them
Let
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ing
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no particular harm done. But don't
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Argentina is the country showing by
X they say they wouldn't vote for
far the largest gain in our exports to pler the better, and clinch them by form," he said, "is to present the name the proceedings which shall seat dele-o- f
X McDonald again.
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x i
they
&
mr
rno
i
mar
ovnni'TC
nnio
fma
i
in
X through the
Then began a conTaft
for the complete fiscal yearves an,d ""f8" and "ives," and
Into
X same time
Rosewater turned his gaze to the tinuous delegates
chant of "Root. Root, Root."
RooLveU s ear
"gangsters," they will
will amount to about 55 million dollars. lb088"Wisw
X Rough Rider
of
A.
Cochems
. .......
.... ...
,
sure to carrv their noint and the floor here Henry
"A president of the United States
i
!,
minion in i n n Having
agamsi z,i
X
Stranger things
that is if the other fellow consin was on his feet.
election,
will have to be elected?" said Heney,
more
doubled
thus
than
considerably
deX have happened in New Mexico.
he
in
nominations
"Are
order?"
in the period in question.
To Brazil doesn't.
"by the states that cast their elecX
How foolish, therefore, to
manded.
toral votes for Roosevelt. You will
the total exports for the fiscal year
X make an enemy of your neigh- RosewaChairman
said
"They are,"
A census bulletin today
will exceed 30 million dollars in value,
not elect him by the Philippines, Pordeclares ter.
X bor because he does not agree
against 11 million in 1905, an even! that of the 531,011 men employed in
Or to
X with you in politics.
Mr. Cochems was boosted to the to Rico, or Alaska."
Pandemonium broke loose again
larger percentage of gain than in the foundry and machine shops in the stage and nominated Governor Francis
X make a fool of yourself in de- case of Argentina.
To Chile the total United States, only 38 are thus em- E McGovern of Wisconsin.
and out of a Btorm of jeers, cheers
X nouiu'ing or praising some po- for the year will amount to about 15 ployed in New Mexico as against C4,
came the shout:
X litical leader, whom tomorrow
Job. E. Hedges, of New York then and
million dollars, against 51-- million in for instance in Arizona and 1.S13 in
"Are you going to Baltimore too?"'
X you may view in
different
of Root.
the
nomination
seconded
As the disorder continued,
v If 05, also a gain of nearly 200 per Colorado. Of the products valued at Hedges was given a laugh and a cheer
X light.
Heney
cent. To Uruguay the figures of ex - $1,228,473,148,
worth
shouted:
"This reminds me of the cononly $71,9(52
X
One has heard for the past
Mr.
to
Root's
he
as
referred
experience
for
the
which
ends
fiscal
from
came
New Mexico as against
year
X fifty years
a good deal of Nj ports
as permanent chairman of the New duct of the national committee led by
and
of gangsters in Xj with the present month will aggregate $11 fi,632 worth from Arizona;
X denunciation
'Big Steve" of Colorado."
in value, ?o.!)()6,o95 worth from Colorado. This York state convention at Saratoga in
X New Mexico.
But it was al- - X
Heney got no furtier for a time.
1910.
million in is evidently industry that can stand
X ways the fellow on the other
"He was also temporary and perma- The hall was again in an uproar.
expansion.
X side who was the gangster.
nent chairman four years ago." 1 have Heney stood red faced and perspiring
This increase in exports to South
X The moment he came over to
seen him in action and 1 believe he is at the front of the stage. His referwhile
America,
occurring in a large TAFT FORCES GET FIRST BLOOD an ideal man for
X jour side he was a states- the job," said ence to A. M. Stevenson, of Colorado,
number of articles, is especially notIN
HARD
FOUGHT
BATTLE
X man.
who held a proxy in the national comHedges.
able in lumber, leather, mineral oils,
WHICH ELECTS ROOT IN CONX
If you don't believe it re- threw the friends of that genon
Mr.
mittee,
effect
convention
the
Hedges
end railway materials. For example,
VENTION
X member Bursum and
Hager-was instantaneous. Dry humor an- tleman into a rage.
to
of
in
the
lumber
Argentina
exports
X man arm in ami at Roosevelt's
"Let's listen to Mr. Heney, he's
swered the remarks from Roosevelt
the 10 months ending with April last,
X headquarters helping the Rough
(Continued From Page One.1
said Chairman Rosewater,
harmless,"
and
the
threw
delegates
repeatedly
million dollars in
amounted to 5
X Rider who kicked
his gavel.
with
Hagerman
pounding
of
convention
into
shouts
laughter.
value, against 4 million in the corres- galleries.
X out of office and who gave
"I've as much time as you have,"
looked up some things, too,''
"I've
months
of
those
last
and
ponding
year;
X Hagerman orders to depose
"The national committees
since he said, "i am not going back as tar shouted Heney at the delegates who
to other South America, over 3 million
X Bursum.
1S0S," continued Watson, "was always as 1SG4. I have gone back three or were yelling and hissing.
dollars, against abouU2 million in the furnished a
X
November 3. will find the Re- "We are in free America, not in
Chairman four years and I found on the author
temporary.
corresponding period of the preceding Rosewater is not here as
X publicans together.
You can
.Mexico," resumed Heney.
your chair- ity of a man who knows "
Aroil
to
year.
exported
Illuminating
X safely bet on that.
man. He is simply here as your pre"That's why they let you in here;
Roosevelt Praised Root.
gentina in the 10 months in question
Cries of "Boss Barnes" sounded from you are a Democrat," called out a
amounted to about 24 million gallons, siding officer for the time beirj.:; le
voice.
only lecognize the moiiori.
the fioor.
against about 13 million in the cor- may
"Led by 'Big Steve' I repeat," shout"I nominate Elihu Root fjr tempor"I quote Mr. Roosevelt as follows "
LIFT YOUR EYES TO THE HILLS. responding months a year ago; and
Mr. Hedges said and a roar of laughter ed Heney, amid a new outburst, " 'Big
4 million gallons, ary chairman."
over
oil,
lubricating
There isn't any call quite so InsistSteve' who differs from Abraham Ruef,
A storm of applause
swept over greeted the unexpected remark.
ent just now as "the call of the wild" sgainst less than 3 million in the
Mr. Hedges quoted Colonel Roose- in only that Abe Ruef was sent to
same
months of last year. Glazed kid floor and galleries at the mention of
the call to forests and mountains
leather exported to Argentina in the 10 Root's name. Mr. Watson said Cnair-nii'- velt's declaration that Elihu Root "is the penitentiary."
and streams.
Once more the tumult broke forth
months of 1912 amounted to over 1
Rosewater's only other ;uty in the ablest man I have known in our and when a semblance of
National problems come and go, al- million dollars in
quiet was re370 ockiitio.i to presenting th? name of government service" and "the ablest
value,
against
stored Heney said: "'Big Steve' helpways assuming an importance which thousand dollars in the
Root was to ask for an other man that has appeared in the public ed to make
Elihu
corresponding
this roll of delegates."
is not borne out fully by the pages months of the
business of this or any other country."
preceding year. Auto- nominations that might be niai'e.
Another interruption of jeers, hisso" history which are written in after mobiles
was
some
There
confusion
on
the
to
South America as
exported
Then' the convention could select
s
es and
followed. Heney stood
time. But the welfare tf the individ- a whole amounted in the 10 months in
its own chairman, according to cus- floor.
several
for
minutes facing the disorman
cowhich
need
the
once
every
ual;
"Everybody can't talk at
million dollars in tom.
question to 1
der. "Thirty out of 52 members of
and woman should be considered of value, against 688 thousand dollars in
remarked
Hedges, amid
Watson moved to lay the appeal of herently," When
was restored the national convention who prepared
order
prime importance.
laughter.
the corresponding months of the pre- Governor
Hadley on the table.
the temporary roll of this convention
he concluded:
It should be recognized as the duty ceding year.
There was a hurried conference became from the states which will not
man
"Four
the
of every individual who can get away
the
years
last
ago,
The total value of exports from the tween
Watson, Hadley and Governor speaker nominated said of the man I give a single electoral vote to the Reto leave the treadmill, the routine, for United States to South America as a Fort. Mr.
Watson had evidently act- represent that he was the
nominee in November.''
at least a week, or two weeks, every whole was, ten years ago, in the fiscal ed
greatest publican
"Tell us something more about 'Big
prematurely and before his motion American of this or any other age."
summer. The old style business men year 1902, 3S million dollars. Five
was in order Chairman Rosewater
Steve,' " shouted Mayor Heilman of
LaFoliette Aid is Sought.
who deprecated the habit of taking years ago, in the fiscal year 1907, it
called
for
and
Evansville, Ind.
order
announced
he
A
cheer
"Believhim.
was
82
million dollars, and in the curinterrupted
vacations are out of date. The man
"I'll refer you to Murray Crane," rewould rule.
ing that this question now to be dewho keeps his fingers on the pulse of rent year, as indicated above, will
Chairman Rosewater could be cided here is of greater importance sponded Heney.
be
about
135
million
probably
dollars,
his business, of his employes, knows
Mr. Heney turned to Chairman
r
heard but a short distance from the than any question between individuals,
that he has better assistance, better an increase of more than 250 per cent
and asked for order.
His voice did not carry I am here representing a free Repubin the decade, and of more than 50 per platform.
service, if his employes are enabled
"I'm doing the best I can," said
and cries of "louder" greeted him licanism, a Republicanism that is beto leave the grind for a little while, cent in the last five years.
Rosewater, rapping and crying for orhind Theodore Roosevelt "
from every part of the hall.
when the languid days "approach. The
A tumult of cheering drowned out der.
On the point of order against
BOARD HAS POWEQUALIZATION"
"You've got all the advertisement
longer the time away, the better.
the conclusion of his speech,
ER TO EQUALIZE.
Mr. Rosewater
motion,
said:
Let us, then, make a plea for the
there
is in it," shouted Delegate Jerry
became
It
Roose
that
the
"The
chairman
had
has
apparent
this question
-- tated,
It has
and
AYoodet of Indiana, "why don't
pleasant and profitable habit of "get- more thanrecentlyin beer,
you
Mcleaders
velt
hoped by supporting
the newspapers of under advisement for several
once,
days
ting away." Particularly, as there are the state, as a
Govern to secure the support of the quit?"
and
has
betconsulted
of
men
of
the
many
justification
"You might as well hear me out,"
so many avenues of escape from the
course pursued by county assessors ter parliamentary knowledge than LaFoliette delegates in trying to gain
said Heney, "for you've got to hear
city. Railroad service was never so and
of
the
control
I
temporary
organizastate-mewish to have read a
in under- himself.
county commissioners
me if it takes all summer."
perfect; the resorts were never made valuing property for purposes of taxaTJiscussing this question and then tion.
Finally Heney resumed and still was
so attractive. A thousand places call;
Governor Hiram Johnson of Calition, that there is no power given to I will give my ruling."
interrupted by frequent hisses and
a thousand opportunities for pleasant the state board of
adnominto
McGovern's
fornia,
The
statement
was
equalization
seconding
a discussion of
jeers.
recreation are provided. Travel has just the valuation of the counties so the
precedents cited by Governors ation, was greeted with a storm ot
"From the home state of William
become a pleasure, and the resorts
as to make the valuation uniform Hadley and Fort.
cheers which was followed by a wave H. Taft," said John J.
a
Sullivan,
which include the still places where throughout the state, so that any
When order was restored he con- of hisses as he declared "California Roosevelt delegate from Ohio, "in beNature's voice is supreme are made county which might raise its valuation cluded:
will cast 2(i votes for Theodore Roos- - half of the thirty-fou- r
Roosevelt deleready. Let us all turn our thoughts above the small percentage hereto"I second the nomination of Elihu evelt."
gates, I support Governor McGovern."
to the summer outing which we ought fore adopted, would be compelled to
Guffaw Greets Flinn.
Charles H. Carey of Oregon, anthe man whom Theodore Rooseto be entitled to, and which will make pay more than its fair share of state Root,
Roose-e- lt
William Flinn, Roosevelt
me is the ablest man in pubother
velt
tells
leader,
delegate followed in
taxes. This statement as to the law is
us whole.
from Pennsylvania, was next to be endorsing McGovern.
lic file."
Although snowbanks are still piled inaccurate, as the statute distinctly
Senator Bradley of Kentucky secAt the mention of Roosevelt's name heard. He was quick to be recognized
high within twelve miles of Santa provides that whenever the state board the crowd
onded the nomination of Root.
a cheer, but it was and was applauded,
gave
ot
is
satisfied
that the
equalization
Fe, yet, the immense forests, the
"A more outrageous lot of contests
"I am instructed," he said, "by 6c
j
quickly suppressed.
majestic mountains
towering to scale of valuation has. not been made
were never seen than those presented
out
votes
"You
76 in the state of Pennof
to
needn't
hesitate
cheer
with
reasonable uniformity by the difheights of 12,000 feet and more, the
Theodore Roosevelt In
sylvania to second the nomination ol to the national committee," said the
titanic canons, the lush meadows ferent county assessors, it shall adjust 1 cheered him for sevenmy presence. Governor
Senator.
and
McGpvernor."
and
years
rollsthe
equalize
assessment
by
rainbow colored with wild columbine
A shoute from the floor interrupted
I am taking a day off, that's all, j "Gentlemen, the Pennsylvania del- now
or
the
so
valuation
lowering
and other blossoms, are beginning to raising
him.
"I
said
is
new
the
of
leave
a
result
Elihu
that
same
Root
the
Hedges.
politiegation
shall be uniform
be at their best, end that in the very
"Did you vote for Lorimer?"
the state. It is probably with you. He was good enough for cal metliod."
In a burst of disorder Bradley clamsuburbs of Santa Fe. What golden throughout
true that in the past the territorial Roosevelt. He is good enough for
This statement was greeted with
ored to be heard and shouted, "Yes, I
opportunities for inexpensive vaca- board of equalization
and laughter, Payne and Barnes
exer- me."
has
not
jeers
voted for
tions spent
and when I did I
right here in cised this power, but the state board
The delegates were on their feet of New York and Fairbanks of Indi-- ! voted for Lorimer,
a man ten thousand times
this vicinity. One may go a thousand, will undoubtedly make
ana
in a center aisle, leading the pro-- !
efforts, in pur- yelling as Governor Hadley again
better than you.''
or ten thousand miles, and find noth- suance of this
statutory authority, to took the platform. "I also wish to longed guffaw.
The turmoil again broke loose.
ing more attractive than this verita- remedy some of the evils arising from cite to you some
Flinn
turned
to
and
Barnes
particular authority,'
Payne
"The state of Kentucky will never
ble vacation land, .that stretches to great variations in the
land
of
he
smiled:
percentage
began.
"My friends from New sink so low as to take moral advic
ward the lofty pinnacles of the Blood values adopted in different counties,
The conventions of 1864 and 1880 York have not experienced this new from Francis J. Heney?" said Bradley.
of Christ range on the east, and to which it is said,
range from less than were reviewed in detail. The state- method," he shouted. The methods
"Mr. Chairman, with your permisthe Cliff Dwellings and the shimmer- twenty per cent up to more than sixty ment held that the convention had not are the rules of
the people, direct pri- sion," resumed the Senator, "I will
ing blue of the Jemez on the west. per cent of the real value. The law been organized and that the proper maries. These
methods have present- suspend long enough to allow each
What wealth of trout streams, of cool requires that property shall be assess- - time for the motion was after the tem- - ed this
delegation from Pennsylvania tool to ask all the questions he wants
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to."
Hoots and hisses greeted the remark.
Governor Vessey of South Dakota
seconded McGovern. Henry Allen o
Kansas, also seconded Governor McGovern.
The sensation of the second speeches came when Walter L. Houser of
Wisconsin, Senator LaFollette's campaign manager, declared the Wisconsin delegation obeying the wishes of
to
Senator LaFoliette had declined
support no candidate for temporary
chairman.
here today
"Men have spoken
claiming to express the sentiment of
Vtseonsin,"he declared. "I am here to
say that neither were they authorized,
nor do they represent him. In order
that his record may be kept clear, I
desire to say that the Wisconsin delegation met this morning and decided
to support no candidate for temporary
chairman.
"Senator LaFoliette refused a way
back at the beginning of this campaign to enter into any combination or
alliance, with any candidate. He refuses now to he forced into any alY. Sherman of Illinois, attempted to introduce the resolution
agreed upon last night by the Roosevelt delegates as follows:
"Resolved, That no election of temporary or other officers of this convention, and no motion, resolution or other procedure shall be taken as the act
of this convention or have any effect,
unless it shall receive on a roll call
the affirmative vote of five hundred
and forty delegates whose seats are
uncontested; and this resolution Bhall
govern and be in force during the temporary organization of this convention
and until the permanent organization
thereof shall have been effected."
Rosewater, pounding his gavel, declared the resolution out of order.
In the meantime Henry Cochems of
Wisconsin, who first nominated Governor McGovern, got a hearing. He
said the delegation voted 15 to 11
against the presentation of a candidate.
"As I announced at first," he said,
"I presented the name of Governor
McGovern in my individual capacity
as a LaFoliette delegate from Wisconsin." This ended the nominations.
Secretary Hayward then announced
the roll would be called not by states
but by individual delegates and- amid
an uproar the clerk began to call) the
names.
The first five Alabama delegates voted for Root, but the sixth man called,
Byrpn Y. Trammell, rose and, waiving
The
his hat, shouted "McGovern."
Roosevelt supporters cheered loudly.
Alabama's vote was recorded, 22 for
Root; 2 for McGovern.
When Arizona was reached, Francis
J. Heney arose in his place and shouting, through a megaphone, sought ,in

':on Page five.)
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home Wednesday
LIND1IARDT,
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ing the first state legislature as repre- Ave.
125
Palace
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Wynne of Albu- - sentative from San .luan county.
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querque, are registered at the Palace, j Karmington Enterprise.
Mrs. Samuel Eldoclt and son Joseph
Xevada, (j votes; Root 6.
Dr. Allen H. Williams, his wife and
SANTA FE,
Xew Hampshire, S votes; Hoot s
of San Juan are visitors in the Capi- 'two children, and .Miss Edith Maxton
NEW MEXICO.
tal
lot' Hartford, Conn., who 'have been in
Mo20
Root
votes:
Hi;
.Mississippi
'
Dr. Losey of Las Vegas has return- Santa Fe for several months are now Govern I.
ed home after a short business v.sit in Taos where they will probably
Ate.Missouri, 36 votes: Root 16;
here.
permanently because of Mrs. Govern 20.
Karl II. Vesper and K. V. Couse, Williams health. The doctor has been
Xew Jersey, 2S votes; McGovern 2S.
New York artists, are guests at the appointed physician to the Taos and
A
Xew .Mexico S votes; Root 0;
Piouris Indians.
Palace.
A
2.
A
Caliente:
Peter
at
Late
arrivals
Ojo
G. A. Kaseman. the well known AA
Mil
McXew
Root
Solo.;
W.
Reed.
J.
York,
votes;
77,
Panford,
A
lbuquerque business man, is a Santa Ke Poulson,
visitor.
jj. L. McCown and wife, W. H. Mayo, Govern 13. Root did not vote.
A
Xorth Carolina, 21 votes; McGovTrinidad, Colo.; James E. Brady,
Mrs. O. L. MoKnight and Alva
a
A
of Center, Texas, are Santa Fe Cairo, 111.; R. L. Louder. Idaho; Kinil ern 21, Root 3.
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.10
Canon
and
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Tobler
.McGovern
Colo.;
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family,
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Dakota,
visitors.
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M.; T. C.
Ohio, is votes: Root 11; McGovern
Anderson, Taos,
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days here on business lias returned
'A
I!. 1!. Mc.Mannus,' 31.
Colo.;
Denver,
to Las Vegas.
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Colo.
Mc20
A
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Pueblo,
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Oklahoma,
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John Lee Clark and F. E. Dearth oi
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OFF!
B. O. Randall, president of the Val-- . Govern 10.
A
are in
businessmen,
Albuquerque,
ley bank, left Mondiiy morning fori uregon, jo voies: Jioot, ;;; .vicuov- jt
Santa Fe today.
A
V. D. Shea came home yesterday 'Chicago where he will visit his par-- em 0; one absent.
DRY GOODS
national Repuh- ADOLF
Pennsylvania, 70 voles: Root 12;
GO. ft
afternoon from a business trip to the en,s an" ""end
convention.
Hon. Malaquiasi McGovern (it.
I iiiq Villev
'A
Rhode Island, 10 votes: Root 10;
A. Mennett, the veteran Las Vegas Martinez who is an alternate from;
0.
New Mexico, gave Mr. Randall his
traveling man, is In Santa Fe on his;
which will give him a chance to, South Dakota, 10 votes: Root. 0;
j proxy
periodical rounds.
10.
Joe M. Ortiz and Arthur Blot left be on the floor of the convention when
convention is in session. Taos
the
Tennessee, 21 votes; Root 2:1, Mcfor
Los
afternoon
Angeyesterday
Govern 1.
Valley Xews.
les on a vacation.
K. E. Van Horn, well known in SanSouth Carolina, IS votes: Root 11;
J. P. Earickson the Las Vegas trav- - ta Fe, was united in
marriage to Mrs. McGovern 7.
Ella B. Otis of Omaha. Neb. The cere- Vermont
votes: Root C; McGovar.d son, are guests at the Palace.
Jn,ony was performed at the rectory of ern 2.
Mrs. J. G. Abreu and daughters, j the Episcopal church at Albuquerque,
Texas, 40 votes: Root !1 ; McGovern
Sofia and Victoriana, yesterday went Archdeacon W. E. Warren officiating, is; one absent.
IN
to El Paso and from there went to Mrs. W. Y. Walton and Mrs. Warren
I'tah, S votes: Root 7; McGovern 1.
West Virginia Hi votes: McGovern
Las duces today.
acted as witnesses. The bride arrived
Friday night from her home and 16.
"traveling Auditor Howell Earnest!
Virginia, 24 votes; Root 22, McGovreturned last evening from Trinidad, spent the time before her marriage
The ern 2.
Colorado, where he met his family on with friends in Albuquerque.
NOTHING
couple will make their home in AlbuRoot 11
Washington, M votes;
Sunday.
votes. When Washington state was
Albert Gerard, Santa Fe baggage querque.
Mrs. Spitz will not be at home to- finished and Root had won, the conMore Beautiful Ever Seen in Santa Fe
man at ..amy, spent Sunday in Las
morrow.
vention went wild with excitement.
Vegas, his former home, where he
Mrs. Walter will not be at home toAlaska, 2 votes; Root 2.
visited friends.
morrow.
District of Columbia, 2
votes;
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
J. J. Clarke, dentist at Artesia, Eddy
J. W. Xorment left this afternoon Root 2.
county, is in attendance at the meet- for Baltimore, Maryland, to attend the
G votes:
Root (1.
Wyoming,
Also Oldest Undertaking Firm in Santa Fe Co. Night Calls Promptly Answered
ings of the dental board which is hold- Democratic national convention.
ing a free clinic today.
SAtSTC
Henry Grutch, an expert metal TAFT FORCES GET FIRST BLOOD
HENEY
SAYS
THERE
Coloworker, Mine in from Trinidad,
IN
HARD
BATTLE
FOUGHT
TS
WILL BE NO BOLT.
rado, last evening, to work for CampWHICH ELECTS ROOT IN CONConvention Hall, June IS.
bell brothers, the contractors.
VENTION
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
Questioned during the roll call
Judge Ira A. Abbott, formerly of
as to the Roosevelt plans, Mr.
(Continued From Page Four )
the supreme court of Xew Mexico,
Heney of California, declared
ft
has returned to his home at. Haverhill,
there would be no bolt, but a
to
vain
interrupt the roll call to object
Mass., from a tour of the Orient.
fighting protest ' right down the
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, author to the votes of the Arizona delegates
line."
For Large Lot with House, condition of House immaterial,
of the famous history of Xew Mexico 8eale "y we national committee.
Arizona s six votes went to noot,
and a veteran of the Southwest, is in
in outskirts of city, at a REASONABLE PRICE. If you 75
and the call went on.
the city for a brief business stay.
CROP OUTLOOK IS
C
have such a property let us know about it at once.
Arkansas gave Root 17; McGovern
CUTTING DOWN PRICES.
Miss Lina Seheurieh is spending the 1, and then California was reached.
week in Santa Fe, visiting friends The
calling of the roll of the Califorand attending he centenary celebra- nia
Wire to New Mexican)
delegates brought storms of ap- (By Special Leased
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
tion of the Loretto Academy. Taos
Chicago, 111., June IS. Wheat show-- i
when Mrs. Florence C. Porter
plause
rr
account!
a
ed
little
on
Valley Xews.
strength today
of Los Angeles, one of the two women
of
south-in
ill
further
rains
for delegates in the convention called out
the
j
heavy
Mrs. Moulton has been quite
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
west and because of cool weather in
nearly a week at the home of her par "McGovern."
the northwest. The resulting advance, (
ous on Palace avenue in consequence
Progressives Unite on McGovern.
Mrs. Palen will not he at home to
Chicago, 111., June IS. Senator J3o- - however, failed to last, the European f
rah announced an hour before the con- visible supply decrease being smaller
vention assembled that Governor Mc than expected. Opening prices were!
Govern of Wisconsin, and not himself the same as last night to
jjj
a
would be the Roosevelt candidate for up. September started at 104
and later sagged to
temporary chairman. This decision gain of
The close was easy with:
was reached at a conference which 104
a decline to
THE LATEST IN
Colonel Roosevelt had with his lead- September at 103
.
;
ers before they left for the Coliseum.
con
The Wisconsin delegation at the
C.
clusion of a caucus that lasted until
and Early
For
to
a
vote
decided
fifteen
of
415 Palace Avenue.
by
11:30,
Black
204.
Phone.
WAVE
COLD
::::
JUNE
Fall Wear.
eleven, that it would not present a
MADE A NEW RECORD.
candidate for temporary chairman. As V
Another instance of the won- soon as the caucus adjourned, a rusn
derful summer climate of San- - N
was made for the convention
hall.
ta Fe was forcibly brought to
Southeast of Plaza.
That Wisconsin would support Govthe attention of residents of
ernor McGovern for temporary chair
the Capital last night when
man was announced by H. P. Coch- V about five o'clock this morning
enis. Cochems placed Senator LaFola minimum of 35 degrees was
GO. lette in nomination
KAUNE
H.
four years ago.
I With the Finest Line of Sterling Silver Ware
registered by the local weath- LaFoliette Drops McGovern.
In the Beautiful and New Orange Blossom, Chippendale
er bureau which breaks all
Convention Hall, June 18. Houser
A Nil A
VTMEr II A TTITDM C
low
records
for
the
but
S
three
not
and
Wisconsin
did
LaFoliette
says
ffl
bu- month"
N
of
since
June
the
See
present any candidate for temporary
here.
reau was established
chairman; says McGovern's candidacy
Sao Francisco J
The nearest recent approach to
i"? Wt
representative of LaFoliette.
'
Reliable Jeweler
this temperature was on June
Houser's announcement as LaFol- Street
lette's manager creates great excite- X IS, 1908 when a temperature
was registered of 41 degrees.
ment.
Roll call benan at 3:20 p. m.
be
Three other low records for
Vote on temporary chairman.
the month of June were: June
Alabama 24 votes; Root 22, McGov- 9, 1877 and June 1, 1SS0 when
a minimum temperature of 33 S
ern2.
Arizona 6 votes; Root C.
degrees was registered here,
and June 3, 1S!9 when the
First woman delegate, Mrs. Flor
PHONE 85 MAIN.
minimum was 35 degrees, the
ence C. Porter, California, votes for
same as this morning.
McGovern and gets a big cheer.
I
AND
While this temperature was
Mrs. Isabella illaney ge ta like re
low
so
in
the
late
remarkably
ception.
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA
LUMP
season, no harm was done to
Arkansas, 18 votes; Root 17, McGovWOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERILLOS
ern 1.
vegetation. Farmers from the
WOOD
COAL
CORD
STEAM
Hondo
2fi
McGovRoot
2,
Arroyo
California,
votes;
reported that
V there was ice there, while from N
ern 24.
ANTHRACITE COAL,rALL
S the foothills, light frosts were
Connecticut, 14 votes; Root 14,
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
V reported.
Delaware, 6 votes;; Root C.
for full
This is only the fourth low
Colorado, 12 votes; Root 12.
temperature record for the
Florida, 12 votes; Root 12.
month of June in the past 40
you Georgia, 2S votes; Root 22, McGovonly
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this month

BENJAMIN'S CLOTHING

MRS. W.

Your Patronage Solicited

'

.

6. lAUGHLIN, President
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4

Fciahlichert

STEPHENS, Cashier,

F

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

JULIUS H. GERDES,
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Incorporated

1903
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TO YOUR OUTFIT WHEN
YCU MAKE YOUR

GREAT WAISTMD SKIRT SALE

Summer Trip or Vacation
You need go no
$

A

further than here to find

ONE-THIR-

j

SWELL LINE OF TRAVELING GOODS

j
j

ft

ONE-THIR-

j

THE BEST LINE ON THE MARKET,
" A. B. C." TRUNKS,
jfi

The

; Steamer Trunks, always useful; Suit
Cases in a great variety of leathers.

'sfZZS,

TRAVELING BAGS
j

i

lk-a-

S--

Qreat Big Ones

j

SELll

1

suit you, no matter what your range of price may be.
.

ft

Artistic Parlor Furniture

.S

I

.$4.00

Ladies' White Nubuck Shoes, . .
I The New Colonial Slippers in white,
i tan, gun metal and
patent, . . .
Children's White Nubuck Shoes, . .

SELIG1I

j

frj
Pt"UU
(f
$2. 1 0

Leather and Green Velvet

'st

BROS. COMPANY,

FURNITURE

P. O. Box, 219.

Phone 36.

:

I

su:RANGE!
SURETY BONDS

REAL ESTATE

--

I Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
it
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
tf.
Lands and Mining Property. We have every- Investments.
thing in the line of First-CIa-

J(t

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

I

ss

I

WE HAVE A PURCHASER

a c. watson & ca

j

J

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas, Pansies,
White and Purple Iris,

Just Arrived!

Columbines and Clove Pinks.

S

WHITE FELT HATS

MULLIGAN & RISING,

JAMES

Next Door to Postoffice,

l

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Will

Quick Returns

Accurate Work

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes

Always Complete.

r 1Kb

.m

1

--

Mm

'204 W. Palace Ave.

We Have Our First Arrival of

CANTALOUPES

ww.

mm

w

CLASS HALK

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

"w

w

www

w

Buggies and Saddle Horses,

Phone Black 9.

6.

Idaho, 8 votes; McGovern 8.
Illinois, 58 votes; Root 9, McGov-

Prop 'f

ern

j

H.

HUE

a

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

X

49.
30

votes; Root

20, McGov-

20

votes; Root

2, McGov-

10.

Kansas,

ern

X
X
X

18.

Root

McGov-

X
X

Kentucky, 20 votes; Root 23,
Govern 3.
Louisiana, 20 votes; Root 20.
Maryland. 10 votes; Root, 8 ,McGov.

;

Iowa, 26 votes;

ern

They Are Fine era

w--i

SLKVH-f- c

THEODORE CORRICK,

ern

10,

10.
Mc-

From Imperial Valley.

ii

SIZES.

ern

Our Vegetable Line Is

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

eAA

Indiana,

Inspect Them.

B. TONNIES,

17.

price.

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

S

CAPITAL COAL YARD

We Strongly
.
Advise
for
Buying
Preserving
Let us have your order
crate er more three
before
wanted. The
days
to
get what
way
want and have them nice
and fresh and at the right

Just Received, a New Line of

B

I

i

H. C. YONTZ,

at

June

!

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
TS2T!rny"2nP
I TL I
Mil

Our Fine Selections and Get Our Prices,

During Week
Beginning

NEW MEXICO.

::

f

Their Lowest

Dispensing Optician,
::

pXd JUNE WEDDINGS

STRAWBERRIES

TAUPERT,
::

a

S.

Why Walt?

E. LAS VEGAS,

McCONVERY,

MISS A. MUGLER.

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

i(3-4c-

Mid-Summ- er

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

o

8.

Maine, 12 votes; McGovern 12.
Massachusetts, 30 votes; Root
McGovern 18.
Michigan, 30 votes; Root 19,
Govern 10, one absent.
Minnesota, 24 votes; McGovern
Montana. 8 votes; Root 8.
Nebraska, 16 votes; McGovern

18,
Mc24

X
X
X
X

42
day, midnight,
degrees
which dropped steadily until 5
X a. m., when it registered 35 de- X grees. Normal
average for
X

16.

years and illustrates the won- derful summer climate that
has made Santa Fe the mecca
of visitors from the many heat
ridden sections of the Kast.
The fall in temperature began
early last evening and contin- ued until sun-uThe temper- eture at 6 a. m. was 38 de- grees. Yesterday was a de- lightfully clear summer day,
with light showirs in
the
mountains but no precipitation
in Santa Fe.
Maximum temperature yes- terday 66 degrees at 3:50 p. m.
Lowest temperature for yester

forty years,

67

degrees.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO

PATTERNS,

Both Native and German town Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.
X

N
X
Hi

119 Don

Gaspar Avenue.

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run

Day;)& Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.
11 San Francisco

Street

Regular Meals 25c

Hot & Cold Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LLPE HERRERA,

Prop

ft'
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Our New Perfection Broiler
Is pleasing many women. It enables the housewife to broil
as well on the New Perfection Stove as over a coal fire.

.

5 00
4 52
4 42
4

25

pm

It
It
It
It

And of course you
are familiar with the

uses all the heat.
cooks evenly.
broils both sides at once.
doesn't smoke.

It is such a convenience all iKe year
round.
It will bate, broil, roast and toast
just as welt as a regular coal range.
The
finished

FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio, Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of th Southwest"
by United States War DeInstitu-tlon.- "
"Distinguished
partment a
Army officers detailed by Wal
Ranked

season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
si; graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGEXTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Free.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FIXLEY.
For particulars and illustrated cav
Jalcguea address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSOX.

Superintendent

SUMMER
TOURIST
FARES
On Sale Daily,
June 1st
Until September 30th, 1912. Low round trip
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
points. Final return limit, October 31st.

Liberal Stopovers
IS SHORT L'SE THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
AND JSAVE
HOURS

OIL CO.

Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Salt Lake City

Butte,

(From the Daily Santa Fe New Mexican of Saturday Evening, June IS, 1NS7.)
Charles Boggs was shut and killed Seligman predicts that in 23 years the
as he returned from work at Springer, business will exceed $10,000 a year. At
Colfax county.
present 330 post office boxes are rent
About $60,000 worth of town lots ed, the revenue from this source alone
were sold in Trinidad, Colorado, to- exceeding $2,000 a year. By July 1
next year, it is hoped to have city free
day.
About 1200 acres are in alfalfa this delivery.
year in the Santa Fe valley.
Judge
Building operations are very quiet
Thornton has increased his acreage at Las Vegas. Santa Fe is the only
200
to
300
from
acres.
town that seems to be growing.
The pumping capacity of the Albu-- j
Eight excursion parties are already
querque water works is 3,000,001) gal- booked to spend two or three days in
ions a any out me consumption is Santa Fe this summer on their way
only 125,000 gallons a day.
from the east to California.
J. T. Callahan and E. YV. Ilff, pubHon. M. C. de Baca, Speaker of the
lishers of The Newsboy at Aztec, San
House of Representatives, is over from
Juan county, were indicted
by the
Las Vegas on a visit. He has large
grand jury of Rio Arriba county for
property interests in Santa Fe and is
criminal libel.
to note the avidity with which
E. A. Hurley of TopeUa, and George here
in realty are gobbled up.
D. Cornell of Kansas City, contractors bargains
Editorial.
for the A. T. & S. F. spent several
Now. this is too bad. The Albudays quietly in the mountains east
of Santa Fe. This is significant and
querque and Durango railroad scheme
means that the Las Vegas Hot
not only flashed in the pan, but its
Spring branch will be extended imCanon and friends have turned and are kicking
mediately up Gallinas
to the Santa Fe it and the windy town that started
across the ridges
it. for every one now recognizes that
Canon.
Hon. W. T. Thornton is in St. Louis. there is only one feasible route and
General Bartlett and R. E. Twitehell that is down the Chama valley to Santa Fe. Says the Northwest Xew Mexleft for California last night.
A little daughter of Hon.
Frank ican: "Railroad talk has subsided. Xo
Springer fell from a porch at Ias more rumor from Albuquerque and
San Juan
Vegas yesterday and broke an arm. Durango of track laying.
G. Hill Howard will spend the sum- county will yet have to organize and
build its own railway.
mer in Mexico and California.
Durango is
soul, body and pantaloons by
Judge Spiegelberg, C. M. Creamer owned
and C. H. Gildersleeve have gone on the D. & R. G., while Albuquerque deof
Xew
a week's fishing trip up the Santa sires to be the metropolis
Mexico, but wants somebody to make
ciara canon.
which it will never
T. P. Gable, D. L. Miller, Colonel it the leading city
Walters and live others left on a fish- be. Great in expectations and wind,
at present the wind predominates."
ing and hunting trip in the Valle
mountains.
LETTER LIST.
Fred Laderer and Miss Emma Ritcli
will be wed at Governor Ritch's ranch
List of letters remaining uncalled
in the San Andres Valley on June 21.
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, X.
Everybody loves these young people. Al., for the week ending June 13, 1!U2.
They will make their home at
If not called for within two weeks
Kans.
they will be sent to the dead letter
Kill a few ugly curs and stop dog office at Washington:
fighting in the streets.
Allen, Mr. John
Water going to waste and the Plaza
Arey, Mr. M. H.
grass burning up for the want of it.
Anderson, Mrs. Grace.
Wilson Waddington after his reEtistos, Miss Fiancisquita
turn from Kansas City and Chicago
Eorchard, Mr. H. B.
will open an office here and make his
Buckley, Miss Xan
headquarters in Santa Fe. He says
Bannister, It.
that there is not another town and
Chaote, Mr. G. W.
there never will be another town in
Castillo, Mrs. Cipriana
New Mexico to compare with Santa
Carrillo, Sr. Cruz
Fe in beauty and climate.
Coriz, Mrs. Eleanor Ortiz
At the post office last evening suffChaves, Miss Juanita
icient funds were raised in five minutes
Chavez, Mr. Vincent
to foot the Plaza pagoda concert bill.
Doniinguez, Sra. Juanita de
Postmaster Seligman has received
Davendorf, Mr. C. W.
word that on July 1, the Santa Fe
Eldodt & Rueth Co.
post office will be raised from third to
Gonzalez, Patrisio
second class, this year's business havGonzalez. Miss Sofia
exceeded
$S,000.
ing
Postmaster
Gray, B. B.
Goldenberg, Mr. H. L.
Helm, Prof. j. M.
Hall, Frank G.
Homer, Richard
Holden, Miss Stella
Hofer, Supt. .las.
Jaramillo, Belamiuo
No young woman, in the joy of
Jimenez, Mitera
coming motherhood, should neglect
Kearney. Al
to prepare her system for the physiLuceio, Josela
cal ordeal she is to undergo. The
Lucero, Miss Ysidora
health of both herself and the coming
Uipez, Miss Augelita
child depends largely upon the care
Irwin, Wayne
she bestows upon herself during the
on, Mr. W. D.
Ley
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
Loveless, Mr. M. B.
prepares the expectant mother's sysOrtiz, Miss Roserito
tem for the coming event, and its use
Otero, Miss Antonita
makes her comfortable during all the
O'Hara, Mrs. Glen
term. It works with and for nature,
Romero, Marinato
and by gradually expanding all tisRomero, Mr. Andriuto
sues, muscles and tendons, involved,
Rivera, Juan
and keeping the breasts In good conRoberts, Mrs Eliza E.
dition, brings the woman to the crisis
Sibilli, Mr. Walter
in splendid physical condition.
The
Mr. Frank (2)
Stewart,
more
is
baby, too,
apt to be perfect and
Gare
Sareno,
strong where the mother has thus
Thomas, Mrs. IV. W.
prepared herself for nature's supreme
Thorson, Mr. E. L.
function. No better advice could ba
Voetter, Mr. Thos. W.
given a young expectant mother than
Valdez, Petra
that she use Mother's Friend; it is a
Vargas, Miss Elsevia
medicine that has proven its value
,
Vigil, Ignaclo
in thousands of
Vigil, Mrs. Francisco
cases.
Mother's
Friend is sold at
Warren, Master Joe
The United Chantus
stores.
drug
for free
Write
In calling for these letters please
book for expect
state "advertised" and give date.
ant mothers which contains much
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster. '
valuable information, and many sugNew Mexican want aoa always
gestions of a helpful nature.
BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO. Atluti.
brings results.
i

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men tor college or business
Ufa. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Fecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Yu(l
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during tha

U
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to

Quarter of a Century Ago.

Stations East and West

TO KANSAS CITY,

every stave.
tending 5 cents

RATES

TO

IF VOIR VACATION

with

also given to aoyone
cover mailing cost.

CONTINENTAL

Diverse Routes

New Perfrction Stove is handsomely
in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves,

lowel racks, ctv.
c
Free

Denver,

SUMMER TOURIST

TO CHICAGO,

14 HOURS

TO ST. LOUIS, 7 HOURS

Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.

I

(Mining World.)
There are many able and intelligent
citizens who do not fully appreciate,
or do not appreciate at all, the value
of an efficient state mining and geological bureau. Too often their idea
of such a bureau is that the office holders are drawing down fat salaries
for sinecure work and writing reports
which nobody can understand or use.
Or else they believe that it is the
chief purpose of such a bureau to discover mineral resources, and they
the idea of honest men doing
si:ch work for teh government ir.st-'-.i- d
of for themselves.
Apart from scientific work in the
furtherance of educational purposes,
do
geological and mining surveys
have a decidedly meritorius value and
re, in fact, an indispensable adjunct
to the
state. In .iown Inflate Japan there are even offioi'il apologies' surveys for several of the
counties ami lesser districts.
The purpose of a geological survey
is not to discover mineral deposits,
all hough this has often been done by
survey members, accidentally or otherwise. Rather, the raison l'etre of
such a survey is to investigate known
mineral occurrences, and this for two
purposes. First, to inform those operating the properties as to the geology, mode of occurrence and possible extension of their mineral values.
Secondly, and this is of most importance, the survey affords the public,
both within and outsidde of the state,
an unbiased and honest description
and discussion of the properties. This
gives the possible investor the most
reliable authority extant both as to
properties in which it may be reasonably safe to invest, and as to properties toward which reason counsels
cautious approach. The greatest monetary return to the state lies in this
function of the geological survey as
a publicity medium; and if the survey be conducted with sufficient dignity, and with freed um from the habit
of undue "booming,''
its utterances
are bound to earn an dobtain an
ear and the sound respect of
the investing public.
Xew York, Louisiana and Oregon
present three striking examp'es of
the value of an efficient geological
survey and the effect of the absence
o.' such a bureau. The Xew York state
survey has been inlerr iptedly in operation since 1S:!0. It has been of inestimable value in helping to develop,
iimong oilier "practical" things, the
cement, gypsum, salt and quarrying
industries of the state. Up to the
early "40s. before the survey proved
that workable coal was absent in the
state of Xew York, thousands of dollars was squandered annually in fruitless borings in barren rock. It has
been estimated that the entire cost of
the survey since 1S;!G has been very
nearly, if not quite, repaid to the
slate by discountenancing such expenditures, and saving to successive
of citizens sums
of
generations
money which if spent in searching for
coal could have no other return than
to be sunk irrevocably into the earth:
Even more vividly illuminating is
the record of Louisiana.
From the
late '90s to about 1910, this state enjoyed an enormous mineral development, especially in oil and gas, salt
and sulphur. Xot that Harris' state
geological survey, which was in existence during these years, actually dis
covered these mineral resources. But)
by ably reporting upon them and answering inquiries of possible investors, the state survey permitted and
encouraged the investment of financial resources witho.it which the mineral resources could never have been
developed as they were. As a matter
of fact, A. C. Veatch, then employed
or state survey work, actually did
discover and predict oil and gas near
Caddo. Willi the discontinuance of
the Louisiana state geological survey
in 1910, a discontinuance which has
proved very
indeed, the
state has suffered a severe setback
in its mineral development.
It is be
coming more and more difficult to
arouse the attention of the investing
public toward Louisiana properties.
Let us look at Oregon. Altogether
she has spent to date some $1,200
State Bureau of
through her
Mines. Her mineral production
is
about $4,000,000 annually. Her neighbor on the south, California, spends
each year $30,000 on the State Bureau
of Mines; the annual production " is
close to $100,000,000.
Washington,
Oregon's northern neighbor, spends
$2S,T50 a year on her State Geological
Survey, and produces approximately
$17,000,000 a year in mineral products.
Is it illogical, asks Director Parks
of the
Oregon service, to think that some relation exists between the mineral production
of a state and the funds spent in investigation of the same? Is it possible that Mother Nature discriminated
against the state of Oregon by cutting

Young

Mothe km
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RIEND

C

short-sighte-

feeblv-supporte- d

Life Insurance or DeaJh

Insurance

Which?

lifniilc willingly ptiy lrce sums for
life insiiriiiii-ewliiih Is roiilly rtciitli
Imt renl lift- - lnsunini-ntly
.lsts hi lnkini! Kckmnn's Alterative.
I'nn miy 'fimir si. k" ihtsuu iifford not
to tnkp the
It
the upiM-tltmakes life
look illlTcriMit. lirin-.'- s
lieti-- r
health with
(rrenter enmlng l pewer. Often persons are
&
niui'li
tlint they eim work
even li'fme they nry linnlly cured.
Iiivesiiuiite it. if yon ure hroail minded
pnnudi to helievp that Ihero rnn he a
eure for Onnsmnprlmi. which h:iw not heen
Heiisntiniinllv
exiiinlt d. or which is not
Imsed merely on elinintie or diet restrictions. Mr. Wehh's report follows:
Woldon. 111.
"Gentlemen: Iiurlnig
my physl-eln- n
sent me to Toxi'S. from there to ColI
heeitme worse n"I whs sent
orado.
I heard of lv kmnn's
Ahome to die.
lterative, heir"'! treatment, and was cured.
I earnestly recommend Kcknmn's wonderful cure for Consumption."
AHTHfU WEISB.
(Siened Affidavit)
Fuller details of this ease upon renuest.
F.ckinan's Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis. Asthma. Iluy Fever; Throat nnil
l.unir Troubles, and In nphulldinit the
svstem. lioi-- s not contain poisons, opiatea
Ask for booklet
druRS.
or
and write to Fckman
of cured case
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by nil leading clrutm'ists and

lr,.
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Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

Penitentiary Bids.
For Supplies for the New Mexico
Penitentiary, for Six Months Ending

ERVOUS
DESPONDENT

November 30th, 1912.
s
Samples will be required of all
marked with an asterisk, and
all samples must be labeled, showing
name of bidder, and name and full
description of article. Samples must
be delivered to the office of the Superintendent not later than 9 o'clock a.
m., on June 20th, 1912. All bids to be
made in accordance with conditions of
blank proposals, which will be furnished by the Superintendent on application. No bids otherwise made will
be entertained. A bond will be required from all successful bidders, for
the faithful fulfillment of contracts,
within ten days of award and a certified check of 10 per cent of the amount
of the bid will be required to be furnished with the bid.
Groceries and Meats.
2000 lbs. Apples, dried.
500 lbs. Bacon, breakfast.
50 lbs. Baking Powder, (K. C. 5 lb.
cans.)
S0O0 lbs. Beans, Mexican.
25o0 lbs. Beans, Navy.
30.000 lbs. Beef, fresh.
10 doz. Brooms, warehouse.
35 cans Corn, canned, equal "Sunarti-cle-

WOMEN
Find Relief in Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound

Their Own Statements
So Testify.

rid-idl-

15

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, X. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Eiizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
F. M. W ILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.

AI!
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STATE MINE BUREAU

Company

Railway

M,

Platea, Pa. "When I wrote to you
first I was troubled with female weak
ness and backache,
and was so nervous
that I would cry at
the least noise, it
would startle me so.
I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
remedies, and I don't

I will recommend
your medicines to all suffering women." burst."
-- Mrs. Mary Halstead, Platoa, Pa.,
1000 lbs. Corn Meal. 23 lb. sacks.
Box 98.
3500 lbs. Coffee, roasted, whole.
is
another
Here
the report of
genuine
300 lbs. Crackers, 1 lb. packages.
case, which still further shows that Ly65,000 lbs. Flour, actual weight.
dia E. Pinkham's Vegstable Compound
1250 lbs. Lard compound, 50 lb. cans.
may be relied upon.
1500 lbs. Hominy.
Walcott, N. Dakota. "I had inflam9 cases Matches
(Domino, 720 to
mation which caused pain in my side,
case).
was
back
ached
all
the
time.
I
and my
730 lbs. Macaroni, bulk.
f
so blue that I felt like crying if any one
600 lbs. Oleomargarine.
even spoke to me. I took Lydia E.
150 lbs. Pepper, black, whole.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I
2000 lbs. Pork sausages.
began to gain right away. I continued
1000 lbs. Peaches, dried.
its use and now I am a well woman."
1300 lbs. Prunes, dried.
Mrs. Amelia Dahl, Walcott, N.
250 lbs. Red Chili, ground.
Dakota.
1500 lbs. Rice.
If you want special advice write to
5 cs. Sapolio.
Lydia E. Piuklnim Medicine Co.
14 bx. Soap, Lenox.
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
20 bx. Soap, Ivory, small size.
be opened, read and answered by a
3000 lbs. Salt, table, 25 lb. sacks.
troman and held in strict confidence.
5000 lbs. Sugar, granulated.
430 gal. Syrup (2 gal. jackets.)
off the mineral resources at a politi40 lbs. Tea, green.
cal line?
1000 lbs. Tobacco, Dukes Mixture.
We think not. And we think it beC0 cs. Tomatoes, Colton brand
or
hooves the
citizens of
Oregon, of Idaho (of Louisiana, of equal.
5 cs. Washing Powder, Star Xaptha.
Utah and of other mining states, to
2000 lbs. Weine Wurst.
effiat
and
once,
organize,
organize
4 cs. Concentrated Lye.
cient geological surveys, and to set
185 lbs. Y'east. Fleischman's
(in
them .ii) on a permanent basis, free
from interruption by disgruntled pro- equal weekly shipments.)
Hay and Grain.
moters and their political
friends.
7500O lbs. Oats.
Honesty and honest, dignified public4000 lbs. Bran.
ity pay, and an honestly conducted
50,000 lbs. corn.
slate geological survey pays very
Coal.
well, indeed.
4000 tons Screened Lump Coal.
Clothing.
THEY PUT AN END TO IT.
4 gross Pants Buckles.
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., Roches
30 gross Shirt Buttons.
ter, X. Y., says he recommends Fole)
10 gross
Suspender Buttons.
beKidney pius at every opportunity
250 yds. Light Drill.
cause they gave him prompt relief
250 yds. Heavy Drill.
from a bad case of kidney trouble that
1500 yds. Ticking, A. C. A.
had long bothered him. Such a recom2000 yds. Canton Flannel, 30 in.
mendation, coming from Mr. Sable, is wide.
direct and convincing evidence of the
230 yds. Toweling, crash.
great curative qualities of Foley Kid2000 yds. Blue Denim.
ney Pills. Fvir sale by all druggists.
200 yds Sheeting, 54 in. wide.
Leather, Shoe Findings, Etc.
Deeds Filed Clerk M. A. Ortiz to2000 lbs. Oak Tan Sole Leather.
day filed the following
warranty
500 lbs. Light Kip Leather.
deeds: Anastaeio Gallegos to Andres
The Board of Penitentiary CommisXo. 15.
Gallegos, a plot in precinct
sioners reserves the right to reject
consideration $25; Andres Gallegos to
and all bids, or parts thereof.
Anastaeio Gallegos, a lot in precinct any
In submitting t!ds for above suppiies
No. 3, consideration $25.
In other
bidders should write plainly on envewords, the two brothers merely swap"BIDS FOR THE
lope the following:
ped.
NEW MEXICO
PENITENTIARY,"
with the name of the bidder, to avoid
opening of bids by mistake before date
(confi-icntia-

l)

wide-awak-

FELT BAD
ALL

set.

THE

TIME

Samples may be sent separately,
plainly marked and numbered, to the

Superintendent.
All supplies must be furnished
in
such quantities and at such times as
Shellhorn Lady Suffered a Greal the Superintendent may direct.
By order of the Board of PenitenDeal, But Is AN Right Now.
tiary Commissioners.
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Shellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
Superintendent.
place, Mrs. Carrie May says: "A short Santa Fe, X.
M., May ISth, 1912.
time ago, I commenced to have weak
spells and headaches. I felt bad all
You cannot get up to date printing
the time, and soon grew so bad I
material
you have
jnless
couldn't stay up. I thought I would die.
and facilities. The New Mexican
At last my husband got me a bottle
has both, and at
of Cardui, and it helped me; so he got Printing Company
the same time expert mechanics.
some more. After I had taken tha Your
orders are always assured persecond bottle, I was entirely well.
sonal attention.

I wish every lady, suffering from
womanly trouble, would try Cardui.
It is the best medicine I know of. It
did me more good than anything I ever
used."
Cardui
Is a woman's
tonic a
medicine for women,
Strengthening
made from ingredients that act specifically on the womanly organs, and
thus help to build up the womanly constitution to glowing good health.
As a remedy for woman's ills, it has
a successful record of over 50 years.
Your druggist sells it. Please try
N. B.

Writr to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.,

it

Chatta-
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The

most durable rubber,

the sturdiest
construction, make
strain-resisti-

ng

Tires and Rims
undisputed leaders by right of
Iservice accomplishment.

for Special
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
'
Instructions, and
book, Home Treauoeal
for Women." sent in plain wrapper, en request.

NJZJ

mitei rer uouar

Sold By All Dealers
Who Consider Quality

DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL
CONVENTION

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,

June 25th, 1912.
Round Trip

Fare

$69.5(Kn.M.
Sale. June 19th to 23rd,

1912.
Dates of
1912.
Return Limit, July 4th,
Take Santa Fe via Chicago or St. Louis, Pullman
and Tourist Sleepers.
BEST EQUIPMENT.

::::

BEST SERVICE.

For further particulars, apply to any Santa Fe agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
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Iile are against him he has more and
more undisguisedly
thrown himself
into the arms of the bosses. Here in
Chicago at this moment he has never
had one chance of success save what
CHICAGO was given him by the actions of
Messrs. Crane, Barnes, Brocket', Penrose, Murphy, Guggenheim, Mulvane,
Smott, New and their associates in
He Harps on Old Subject of Bosses and Unfair Primaries cheating the people out of their rights.
He was beaten so overwhelmingly by
Depriving Him of Majority of
the people themselves in the states
where primaries were hot that in the
Convention Delegates.
last state in which he spoke, in Xew
.Jersey, he permitted himself to be beinto the frank admission that,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Meslcan) tion of tne sovereignty of the peojile trayed
he expected to be nominated because
IS.
The
June
that
throug
Chicago,
by ii responsible political hosses inhe believed the national
committee
ci.i.-o.koo.-,was addressed D.v
n, ..;,-,.-.
i,
" would stand by him. One member of
..."
wild
last
went
vpH
evening
wi,h ....
m
e
uei
vie
liiis his own cabinet, representing a state
iiitvuege.
thusiasm and listened patiently to the .uijr,itu
mn ar engaged not only in a fight
that lias just, repudiated him, has been
end of his vehement speech wh.cn1 for the rights of every decent
hand and glove with lhe other
working
but every decent American,
typewritten
m
said
He
rages.
opening:
whatsoever his party may be. And
Pm.
luittee, llndpr the ,ea(, ,
Roosevelt's Address.
vjii, my iHciius, lur one nuns ar leasr rose ot
pennsiyvanin, crane ol .Massa1S.My friends and iwe should be profoundly grateful. We
Chicago, June
Murphy
fellow citizens: I address vnu its mv
f
,.,,..
c...i
N
1 V'"
fellow Republicans, but I "also and i that there Is do s ghtes
'
address
you as fellow sectionalism in the fight
primarily
are , now i"e)udiated by 2
their own
,
.
r.
n.i
t,w,
v
A,,rtm,n.
.mw.
1.11
,v.,iu
uiio
Jilt: pilllciptcS lor W UICI1 We
from
the people the viclorv
has now become much more than an stand are as vital for the south :ls steal
which the people have won. Last Feb.
is for the north, for the east xis for the
ordinary party fight. The issue
ruary it, was evident that .Mr. Taft
linth eirmilr mvwI tsetrm- thtin tVi'it
wo' be the c?DteU representative
. .
..- - i
.
i- r
.
ln,iv
ui
uiyjns-- t
liirtnr uui appeal to atl nuuesi
j,naii i u uu.v l
man other than that involved in any patriotic American citizens no matter of the bosses, of men who uphe'd the
factional or in any ordinary party con- - where they may dwell. When in Feb- combination of crooked politics and
Y
test
nrp elnn.timr f,y tho iri'n: t l"ll:trv ltif I TimI.. ,i, i.iv ..;... i ,1..,. :.- crooked business which has been the
'
" f0' '
'
fundamental rights upon which all was my duty to enter this fight it
,
"
successful free government must be after long and careful consideration I,bllt
ln',"str,1al f""
0,"'If
HOW,
niptlOtl.
,..
based Wp " ,.,mln, f,. a .......
on,,,,, ,cru ......
l00n. hd
mtii. mi. x
:,.
i,irt,,t l cl l. .Ul
,i i,...111.
in ,,.;n:,,.
iu
.llllll tn
tary decency in politics. We are fight- - bad definitely and completely aban-in- ll.ill.rill
in and to condone and to
for honesty against naked robbery; dened the cause of the people and had 'acquiesce
eour.-of
the fruits of any
and where robbery is concerned the surrendered himself wholly
to the accept
on which these men embark even
important question is not the identity biddings of the professional political
though such action represents treason,
of the man robbed but the crime it- - bosses and of the great privileged
terests standing behind them. I had as well as destruction, to the Republi
can party to which they nominally beAs far as Mr. Taft and I are per- - also become convinced that unless I
long, and also treason to the cause of
sonally concerned it little matters did make the fight it couldn't be made the American
people as a whole.
what the fate of either may be. But at all and that Mr. Tai't's nomination
Among the national committeemen
with Mr. Taft's acquiescence or by his would come to him without serious
The event has justified who have taken part in this conspiracy
direction, and in his interest, his fol- - opposition.
lowers have raised an issue which is both my beliefs. I very earnestly ask there are a number of men who in the
all important to this country.
It is our fellow progressives who have sup-j.- ordinary relations of lite are doubtless
important issue; it is more than a ported other candidates to remember decent and reputable, probably these
political issue; it is a great moral that one of the cardinal principles of men excuse themselves to themselves
issue. If we condone political theft, 'the doctrines which we hold in coin-i- f for what they are now doing on the
we do not resent the kind of wrong nion is our duty normally, loyally and ground that they are not committing
and injustice that injuriously affect the in good faith to abide by the well wfcat the law recognizes as a crime.
It may well be doubted whether on
w hole Nation, not merely our demo-- j
thought out and honestly expressed
cratic form of government but our action of a majority. The overwhelm-civilizatio- the whole our country does not suffer more from the misdeeds of men
itself can endure. If the ling majority of the Republican
w ho
recognize as binding on their conadopted by the national com- - gressives have declared for me.
It sciences
only the .obligations of law.
mittee are approved by the conven-ha- s
become clear beyond shadow of
tion which is about
to assemble, a, doubt that if 1 had not made the honesty, than it suffers from the misdeeds of actual criminals.
great crime will have been committed. progressive fight it would have
Men like Messrs. Crane of Massaof
at
such
broken
down and there would
triumph
proceedings
pletely
the moment would mean the wreck have been no substantial opposition to chusetts, Brecker of Connecticut, and
of the Republican party and if such the forces of reaction and of political Xagel of Missouri, who trail behind
their bolder associates such as Messrs.
proceedings became habitual it would crookedness.
mean the wreck of popular govern- Let those progressives who stand for Penrose, Murphy and Mulvane, are
inent. The action of the Taft leaders principle and who are concerned with doubtless genuinely shocked at the
in the national committee taken with the fortunes
of any particular man misconduct of a defaulting bank cashthe active aid of Mr. Taft's private only as a means for securing the ier or at the actioti of some small elecsecretary and one of Mr. Taft's cabi- - triumph of principle ponder these facts tion official who on election day falsi- net officers are monstrous and they and refrain in this crisis from playing j Iies tne returns.
should be indignantly condemned by into the hands of our enemies.
Yet the wrong to the American iwo- the moral sentiment of the whole! Mr. Taft at first denied that he rep-- j pie, the damage to the country, by
country. Tonight we come together resented the bosses. His denial was such action as these national commit-tprotest against a crime which of little consequence for his deeds be- - jteemen have taken in deliberately
straight, at the heart of every lied his words. Rut I doubt.if at pres-'into nullify and overthrow the will
principle of political
and ent be would venture to repeat the of the people legitimately expressed as
decency
honesty, a crime which represents denial. As it has become constantly j to their choice for president is
to the people and the usurp- - more and more evident that tne peo-- l finitely
greater than the wrong done
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the tempted cashier or the bribed
elect ion official.
It has to me been both a sad and a j
strange thing to see men hitherto es- i
teemed reputable take part in such, ac- - j
tion and to see it sustained by similar '
men outside. I suppose the exphina-- l
VOU RENT?, or 6 room house,
Hon must, be found in the tact that in
with furniture or not. D. S. LowitzkiV
the slow but general moral advance-certaiPrejudice is a hard thing to over-- , than any other laxative,
men lay a liille behind the
but where health is at stake and
WANTED A good Jersey cow.
come,
Letters recently received from Mr.
rate ot progress ot ttie community as
to Y. (i. Sargent.
the opinion of thousands of reliable Win. IMilin, d:'l Coeur D'Alene St.,
ja whole; and where heir own real or
Couer D'Aiene, Idaho, and Miss Lina
f untied interests are concerned, such people differs from yours, prejudice
WANTED Cir; to do general house
men fail to recognize generally accept- then becomes your menace and you I'eues, Sebasiopol, Calif., are but a
to lay it aside. This is said of thousands showing the esteem in work in small family. Apply S. New
ed standards of right and wrong until
in the interest of people
suffering which Dr. Caldwell's Svrup Pepsin is Mexican.
long after they have been recognized from chronic
constipation, and it is held. It is mild, gentle,
by the majority of their fellows. There
not violent, like salts or cathartics. It! FOK RK.VT Nice rooms furnished
was a period when piracy and wreck- worthy of their attention.
In the opinion of legions of reliable cures gradually and pleasantly so that f"r "s'1' housekeeping, with bath.
ing were esteemed honorable occupapeople the most stubborn i:i time nature again does its own stairs, over store. Frank Andrews.
tions and long after the community as
nT
can be cured work w ithout outside aid. Cnnsiinnt- a whole had grown to reprehend them 'constipation imaginable
Elegantly Furnisnea Rooms
a brief use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup ee people ow e it. to themselves to use
by
hav-riRooms
furnished
and
elegantly
here were still backward persons
all modern conveniences, including
who failed to regard them as improp- Pepsin. You may not have heard of it 'this grand bowel specific.
Anyone wishing to make a trial or electric light, steam beat and baths,
er. In the same way. as lale as thirty before, but do not doubt, its merits on
not this remedy before buying it. in the in the First National Bank building,
or
because
has
it
that,
account,
were
there
years ago,
many men in
teen blatantly advertised. . It has sold regular way of a druggist at titty cents Apply to F. M. Jones.
public life w ho while hey would reon word of mouth or one dollar a large bottle (family
fuse, to receive a bribe did not think il very successfully
recommendation.
Parents
size) can have a sample bottle sent to
objectionable to give a bribe; although
Oliver Visible Typewriter
now the sentiment in the community it to their children today who were the home tree of charge by simply
it by their parents, and it. has dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, PC, Wash-beehas grown so strong that it is no longFor sale cheap. Perfect conditruthfully said that more drug- - ington St., Monticollo, 111. Your name
er possible io excuse the bribe giver
.
i: nersnnntlv in ttt.ir fa mi lies and nchlrpss nil a nostal enril will do! tion and does splendid writing-use
rtsl.s
any more than the bribe taker. In the
I
I
TniiM
same way there are still in certain
by

How to be Certain of
Curing; Constipation
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this country representatives
parts
Kanof a class far from uncommon a quar- New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
will
wreck
it
the
sas,
Republican
a
ter of century ago,
class which reof
gards an election as a game without party, it willit put. back the cause
will be false to every
rules in which it is merely a sign ol Democracy,
cleverness to swindle anil cheat. Evi- principle of honor and justice. It candently the majority of the men whose not with honesty or propriety stand
actions we complain of, on the nation- - in any shape or way for the action
al omiuittee still occupy this attitude of the national committee, neither by
toward nominations, although some of accepting that committee: s nominee
them may even have passed beyond for temporary chairman, nor by
it as regards elections,
lint on the cepting its decision as to the seating

We paid $1000.00 for 50 Jingles in May
$1000.00 will be paid in June, 1912, for Post Toasties Jingles $20.00 to
each of 50 persons who send in crisp, snappy Jinglesmost acceptable for a
" Post Toasties " Jingle Book.
Names of persons from whom Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., purchased Post
Toasties Jingles in May will be mailed on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope.

Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.

j

of

had control of ihe state central com-- j
mitlee refused our request that there
TYPEWR! TER3.
should also be a primary vote for thej
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. Ne
i!elegates-al-!arge- .
At the primary
li platens furnished. Ribbon
and gup
beat Mr. Taft by 17,ouO in a vote
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
which was about eighty per cent of and
rented. Standard makes handled.
thai polled at the last election for gov All
work and typewriters i uar
repair
et nor.
It was an overwhelming re anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Ex
pudiation of Mr. Taft by the plain
change. Phone 231.
people, by the rank and file of the Re- publican party of Ohio. But this did MOTHER
CONSIDER
PL.EASE
.Mr.
committee and associated with the and unseating of contested
delega- not affect the state convention.
FACTS.
men who assume to be respectable, tions. There never hits been a clear- - Taft was not above sending an appeal
Y
YOCR ISO
OR GIRL at school?
cb
...en- - i.r
tine up tnan mis netween tne ptaiiij1" ",o
Learning what'1
u.jcr
Anything that will
mnessence
us
es
me
on
"
..ii. i.ui niiunc in
tne one sine,
gn
"'""
6""
people ol tne country
make money? Just think what you
cause to wonder whether there arc and on the other the powers that a" lmw in sl'itp
tne way in winch
jare feeding and clothing the child
not far worse influences behind th!
repudiated at the polls.
ihe representatives of special llf; muI '"'
for, and not bringing in a cent, and
piey,
action of the committee than any at. privilege in the world of business and
We believe that this country will not now
l,o.(.I IS IT GOl.VG TO 1,AST?
which I have guessed. Mr. Stevenson
)1P Vr is fit for money
their tools and instruments in the he a permanently good place for any
making?
of Colorado has appeared cm the com- world of
ot
us to live in unless we make it aj WHAT? I.HARNIXO THE
There can be no
politics.
PIANO,
mittee now holding the proxy of one
for
us
all
of
good
It
reasonably
is
a
some
in
toioi
place
contest.
other
such
instrument?
Oh, says
compromise
oi .ir. nits delegates now that ot a:i-- j
live
in.
of
sons
The
us
all
of
will
is
it
so
nice to hear a tune. Have
of
pay you,
natural that tlie rppi'esciitativcs
who know that spe- - in tne tuture it we ot the present do you ever to drive your youngster to
book '.u
.
the BeastI and the Jungle' has special privilege,
not
do
in
the present, practice?
If the child loved
justice to all
music
P"viloRe cannot con mue . the
given a very graphic account of .Mr.jtlal
:Our cause is the cause of justice for driving would not be nece sary. Has
Stevenson's political activities in Den-- ,1e0"Ie rPaUy n,le- s,,m,U1 re80rt ,,n' ;all in the interest of all. The present your
child the right brain for music:
to every kind of trickery
vu,,i , luliishiugly
..... iI vn- irm,,!!,I1KIL C.CIJ ..."
WI.IJ ...i.h tk.,i
,s '"" a
""
a,v
,n'e? Vo" n,i,-- rf'Kt very
i1"
yo"
in
to
order
and
.
dishonesty
,
perpetrate
cent man in the country, every plaiu
B,luswc. rtsnuiCTuj, me ikui win go sure ttiat it is costing voti a lot of
right thinking citizen who is in doubt their hold upon the; party, and should ou whether we win or lose; hut it will! money,
just thrown down the cutter
as to what the representatives of Mr. be eager collously to destroy the?! be :t KOfp disMtor
,1
Vh;1
t.""
i,.
lfir
,,,!.. ,.f
V
":n.
Taft have done on the national com- party if necessary to prevent its be'
iu ii
in wi:. ui in
r.'".wv
nuiaft:
and
rank
controlled
its
jjp
j'
would
mittee
read this hook of Judge ing
by
as in a
K
A ) thi:
HOD
i.V
Lindsey's. In especial, let him study lint for this very reason we feel we doubtful battle any man is used, to his ctljihs
M ON ICY MAKING,
is what your
that
the part in which Judge Lindsey refers have a right solemnly to appeal lo all nun or 1101, so
as ne is useful, child Is attending school for, or to
to Mr. Stevenson and then let him honest men to stand with us in what and is then cast long
aside or left to die. learn HOW, now, isn't it? Very Wei!
think for himself just what it means has now become a naked issue ot wish yon to feel this. I mean it and
then, let them learn SHORTHAND
Tin-rwhen Mr. Taft and his associates
ac- right and wrong.
can he nc I shall need no sympathy when you and blindfolded
as this
typewriting,
cept the help of Mr. Stevenson and yielding, no flinching on our part. are through with me, for this fight is makes their other lessons
easier,
import him from his own slate of Colo- We have justice and honesty on oui far too great to permit us to concern They take down the teachers' talk
rado to act for other states on the side. We are warring against
ourselves about any one mans wel-- j and they think everything connected
national committee, as one of the
against privilege social and in fiirewith their lessons in shorthand.
Let
ablest men engaged in the movement dustrial; we are warring for the elewe are true to ourselves bv put-- them do this while in the 7th and 8th
If
to rob the people of their right to mental virtues of
riehonesty and
jting far above our own interests, the grades. With daily practice, writing
rule themselves.
cency, of fair dealing as between man triumph of the high cause for w hich "''eir lessons in shorthand, they are
Our opponents here in Chicago to- and men; we are warring to save the we
battle, we shall not lose. It would becoming rapid w riters, and so save
day have waged such a bitter and unparty; and the only re-- j he far better to fail honorably for the a Parent over $l,huu, when you reckou
scrupulous tight for the very reason ward for which we ask is to put our cause we champion than it would be to a two years' sepatate course, clothing,
thfct this is no ordinary factional conparty in such shape that it shall be win by foul methods, the foul victory lood and not a cent income. They are
test. The big bosses who control the of the highest possib'e service to the for which our oppum.r.ts
ready to EARN money right away on
hope.
.
national
committee
represent not.
o..,,,..
.i,
leaving school if they are taught shortBut
the
shall
be
and
ours,
victory
merely the captains of inercernary
hand and typewriting while in the
Xow kt us (.onsi(lpl. wll:lt this fll;ht it shall he won as we have
already
politics but the great crooked finan-- , has bePn fo. The issU(1 ,las ,)epll won so
and high school.
grades
clean
and
many victories, by
cte. s who stand behind those led cep- for a full
Shorthand costs
, melvlv ,,v thp
dl,nvn
honest tight ing for the loftiest
BnarIy
wnr(s
ofj
lhose political bosses are ob.jof Ml,
tains,
course with guaranteed proficiency, in
an,, of n,vsplf .,nd
causes.
fashWe
01.
honorable
in
fight
noxious .11 themselves but they are
but by our several actions, ion for the good of mankind; tearless fact, to completion and to pupils and
even more obnoxious because they rep-;- , supporters,
$5 a week for
,,ave 6tnod,
tnp ,.i!;ht of tne pp0. of the future, unheeding of our indi- parents satisfaction.
10 weeks.
privileges in its most sordid and pk. t0 niIe flnU fm. thpjr (llItv R() ,(J vidual
with
fates,
unflinching hearts
dangerous form. The majority of the jIule Bg to work for
is also
Typewriting (blindfolded)
am and undimmed eyes; we stand
at
national committee in deciding
$."ifl easy payments
in the same way,
the illdllKll.iai jllstl(.e. M Taft ha8 no
we
and
battle
for
the
Arniagedden
cases before them have practiced
but we loan each pupil a $100 machine
PX1)ri(.itb. stond for a government Lord.
htical thett in every form, from high-.oat own home for practice, and without
tne 1K,0,)le by Nvhat he calls a ..,.ep.
And 1(,s,ntative"
way robbery to petty larceny.
extra charge, when at least half of the
part of the people and
political Iheft is as dishonest
tuition is paid.
and!v,hne he has of t.om.se stat(,d jn nel,
more damaging than ordinary
You perhaps say:
theft.
"My child has
fashion that he favors
im.tory
is no law to reach the offences truli
quite enough study at the school, withji,stioe. he has violentlv opposed
Palace.
out taking anything fresh."
they have committed but morally these every practical method advanced for
J. P. Earickson, wife and son, Las
offenses are far morn serious from the
NOW PLEASE DO LISTEN to
actually doing awav with industrial
of the national interest than
reason.
for actually driving privilege Vegas.
justice,
A.
G.
Kasemnn, Albuquerque.
Your child has plenty to do at
any of the ordinary commercial or t
of its entrenchments, and for
l
K. W. Couse, New York.
offences which expose the per- - ally
but
school, and with home lessons,
At the
equalizing opportunity.
C. M. Stanfield, Tucumcari.
shorthand will make the studies easier,
petrators to be brought before the present moment we see before our
Mrs. S. Kldodt, Chamita.
courts of justice. The committeemen eyes here in chif.ag0 jllst
as the child will think all the studies
exactly wh.lt
in shorthand, and so fasten
Joseph Kldodt, Chamita.
responsible for such action need to bej.ir. Tiars do(.trine )f government of
every
A Mennet, Las Vegas.
taught that the national committee lhe ,,POple by a -- representative part-wthought in the brain. At the present
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Wynne, Albucreated to be the servant and not ot the
time your child takes the longest, way,
reallv amonts t0. Eight
the master of the plain men and worn- - years people
with shorthand the shortest wd," is
, rpcPiVPd eiP(.toral votes querque.
ag0
en who make up the bulk of the Re- - from thirty-threII. P. Dilzer, New York.
adopted.
states. In twenty of
Your child can learn shorthand wyh
publican party. The party belongs tolthpse Btates dirert primaries have been
If. McCuen, Pueblo.
15 minutes a day.
the millions of the rank and file. ltUiPid. .. if nnt
Let him or her ret
M. J. Moran, Iteming.
t
,,vi,ario
does not belong to the handful of polmain at the school 15 minutes afteV
J. J. Clark, Artesia.
least primaries sufficient to give the
iticians who have assumed fraudulently
Mrs. O. L. McKnight, Center, Tex. school hours, and in three to four
people a reasonable chance to express
to upset the will of the rank and file their
weeks quick notes in shorthand of
Alva McKnight, Center, Tex.
In these twenty
preferences.
The action of these men is in no sense states where the rank and file of the
TEACHERS' TALK can be taken
Carl H. Vesper, New York.
down; then comes the happy child.
"regular", as they claim it to be. They Republican party had a chance to exMontezuma.
It will be sunshine all his 'er life
in no way represent the people, they
press their preference I won 393 deleNew
J.
York.
Chastelain,
in no way represent the rank and file
with the knowledge, without shortC. H. Anderson. St. Joseph.
gates, Mr. Taft 67, Mr. LaFollette 3fi.
of the Republican party; theft and That is, in these states which went Re
all his er life is sorrow, at not
hand,
Karnest L. Williams, Denver.
able to do the work equal to
dishonesty cannot give and never shall publican eight years ago, Mr. Taft
being
J. J. Clarke, Artesia.
the other who has learned shorthand.
One thougive a title to regularity.
and
of
Alvin
Oklahoma
City.
Strange,
sand and seventy-eigh- t
When your child is through the High
men are to the delegates where the
people had a
John Ivce Clark, Albuquerque.
meet here in convention to decide the chance to
School, think of the opportunities for
their will. Thise
express
P. E. Dearth, Albuquerque.
A hundred
a situation.
future of the Republican party. At primary states are scattered everyoffers and
H. E. Walter, Denver.
hances in life to half a chance when
least 7 out of S of these among them where throughout the
from
country,
A. A. Fairciiilds.
who really represent the people are Maine to
shorthand is not known. Por the
California, and it is impossiP. S. Blackmar, Espanola.
child's sake, let he 'er learn shortagainst the nomination of Mr. Tsft. It ble to doubt that they give an accuAV. J. Germann, New York.
is the duty of all of them, their first rate measure of what the vote in all
hand and typewriting NOW.
The new A. H. C. shorthand is not
John A. Germann. New York.
duty, to throw out of the convention the Republican states would be if the
L. G. Robinson, Kansas City.
the kind our grandfathers wrote, it
every man fraudulently seated there- people had been allowed a chance to
is based on the every-daA. B. C. and
Al. Coleman, Albuquerque.
by the national committee. The fraud- vote. But Mr. Taft's
representatives,
can be easily read, written, and learnWr. S. Watson, Denver.
ulent Taft delegates whom the na- wherever possible, prevented
the adoptional committee seated for instance tion of a
ed, and never forgotten.
A. R. Egan, Philadelphia.
primary law. They preventCome in and talk it over. Say what
from California,
from Washington, ed it in Michigan, for
instance, they
from Indiana, from Kentucky, from
Wo
you can afford to pay weekly.
it
in
Montana.
prevented
want the pupil, and we want tho
Michigan, from Arizona, from Alabama,
At the close he said:
from Texas, represent nothing but the
money, but we want to train hundreds
If Mr.
were nominated it would
in shorthand and make use of them
deliberate attempt by certain discred- mean theTaft
ruin
of
the
Republican party,
as our assistants in teaching in tho
ited bosses to upset the free and hon- for the roll
call of his delegates as
Public Schools, and at our own Colest expression of the peoples' will.
These fraudulent Taft delegates were prepared by the national committee
leges, and as traveling demonstrators
first, of delegates from states
and salesmen and women. Plenty of,
beaten by the voters of Washington, consists,
that never cast a Republican electoral
indoor or outdoor work and always
of California, of Texas, of Arizona, of
of
vote,
delesecond,
a good income1. There is no better
Indiana, of Kentucky and then they
from states where the RepubliExEvery International
were seated by the discredited politi- gates
opening throughout the world than is
can voters were not allowed to express
offered to competent shorthand writcal bosses who had just themselves
in 2(1 years through
position
ers and typists.
I'ncle Sam wants
been beaten by the people of their own their preference, third, of delegates
exof mechanical
its
jury
stolen
from
and
and
me,
least
fourth,
them in every service, and for proof
states, in Massachusetts, in Xew Jer- in
of
the delegates given
perts, every rapid operator,
see any postoffiee and read the
sey in Pennsylvania, in West Virginia, himimportance,
by the people the last, who are
every scientific test of expert
notices pasted up. Every department,
in Kansas, in Missouri.
the only delegates to whom he has any
has said that the
Postoffiee, Weather Bureau, Forestry,
buyers,
Messrs. Crane, Penrose
and com- claim in
right or morals, representing
Inland Revenue, Customs, Washingpany were so discredited in the eyes but
Burroughs stands without a
of his strength, the
ton, D. 0. offices, abroad and almost
of the Republicans of their own states other
in
s
the
world
of
peer
adding
the
every town throughout the United
that they were beaten as delegates unscrupulous use of representingin the
and listing machines.
patronage
States and its dependencies are clamorto the conventions; and yet they arro- south, the
unscrupulous tactics of unbe "different"
at
ing for stenographers. The same the
Why
to
the
themselves
to
in
seat
gate
right
in the
principled machine
world over. The opportunities are unown
when
the convention the delegates whom north, and the nakedpoliticians,
ycur
you
expense,
thefts of the nalimited.
the states of Washington, California, tional committee.
can be safe at ours?
Santa Fe Business College, the BusiArizona, Texas and the rest have just
me
Let
We can show you.
give you two striking illusness University of New Mexico.
beaten at the polls.
trations of how Mr. Taft's theory of
Hours of Tuition:
If the convention proves false to the
Burrou
government of the people by a "rep9 to 12 noon.
j Machine Co.,
cause of the people, if it records the resentative
of the people actual1:30 to 5.
'
!'
will of the bosses, whether yet un- ly turns out part"
W.'il
les Manager.
.
to be in practice. In Ohio,
Close noon Saturday.
beaten as In New York and Colorado, a primary was held for the district
Evenings, Monday, Wednesday, Frl-da-y
Paso, Texas.
or beaten as in Massachusetts and delegates; but the Taft managers who P.O.E .
7 to 9,
j
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$ 1 000.00 for 50
Jingles

PAGE SEVEN
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Hotel Arrivals.

actu-btica-

as

e

WE PAID

$20.00

(Given as example only)

lu-eo-

Father is a busy man and has a hungry look,
Mother is a suffragette and has no time to cook,
Baby's hat is in the ring, he wants a little lunch,
So Brother shouts around the house, " Toasties for the
Bunch."
Purchased from R. T. FRAMBES.
oi2i Musgruve aireet,
Uermauiown, Ptula , Pa.

Sign here

FINISH THIS JINGLE

FOR THIS ORIGINAL MAY JINGLE

Daddy's on the engine that pulls the fast express,
Runs a mile a minute or faster'n that I guess,
When he's home to supper he says " well let me see "

(Fill In this line, mentioning Toasties, and write plainly,)

d

one-eight-

Name

Street -

--

City-

c

Address and Mail yonr Jingles to
Jingle Dept

,

POSTUM CEREAL CO., LTD., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Use of above form for answer is suggested,
We will buy 50 Post Toasties Jingles, acceptable for use in a Jingle Book, received during June, 1912, at $20.00 each.
Only the Jingles we pay for will be used
but no Jingles, whether purchased or not, will

be returned.
The names and addresses of the writers of
the 50 Jingles purchased in June, 1912, will be
printed and mailed to each enquirer who sends
us a lc stamped and addressed envelope for
return.
The Jingles will be judged honestly upon
merit, so if you are a sensitive person and not a
good sportsman don't try," for we have no time

but not required.

to "pet up" those whose Jingles are not accepted.
Fill in the missing line of the incomplete
Jingle printed above, making the last line include
the name " Post Toasties " or "Toasties" with
correct rhyme and metre.

Or, write an original Post Toasties

not less than 4 lines, any
one line of which must contain "Post
Toasties " or " Toasties."
Jingle

of

As many Jingles may besubmittedasdesired.
No Jingle submitted in May, 19 12, will be
considered in this June, 1912, offer.

One can make this a pleasant form of entertainment, may make some extra money
and in addition become acquainted with

Post
the delicious, ready-to-servcrisp bits of toasted Indian Corn.
Try a dish with some milk or cream and a sprinkle of sugar.
e,

d

seven-eighth-

".
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TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
What is that we enjoy having,

but

hurry to get rid of?

t

f HE DAILY RflUMO

A POOR PICNIC

Picnic Would Be

!

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!
FOR

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies
AND EVERYTHING

THERE IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

Phone 4.

HpHERE'S no better
place we would advise
To buy your meats
than here !
That people want the
best there is,
To us, is very clear !
"fyTE all must have our
meat, you know,
Can't get along without it!
We all must eat, while
here below,
Eat the Best, while
you're about it !

Plaza Market

!ls

!

Co.

Phone 92.

BUTTER!

Tonight.
The Chamber of Commerce meeting
this evening at 8 o'clock in the Palace
of the Governors, should be well
,
t
eu'
Horses Pastured on Chas. A. Sirin-gos Sunny Slope ranch, $2 a month.
Good grass and fine water.
Address
P. O. Box 322, City.
If you did not see the Coming of
Columbus at the Elks' last night, see
it tonight Your on'y chance.

Think what it means to you to have a
dainty bathroom, a
convenient cleanly laundry and a bright,
glossy white kitchen
sink. It means satisfaction, a constant
pleasure to know that
your home is properly equipped with well designed plumbing
fixtures.
,
This wiU be the case when
1

SPITZ,

irrXflfi

THE JEWELER.

y.

t

If you will consider that the rim of

the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
fince a year.
It will increase the
e and accuracy of your watck
?Cave your watch with us
1

v.

Jri

J$
--

A

"'

"t

. i
C
,
S 3
St. Louis
occupied bv W. D. Shea and familv. !,,
Mr. Snea win move lo the ,,,.. cottaee!
Allen, Ricker and Miller;
Steel,
V
aajointnfe, which is neating com - has painted a beautiful water color of Dale and Bliss.
pieuon.
this proposed playground and park
A picture great in three reels is the innd
is i,i,1B. ovhihitod w
to
of
Columbus at the Elks'
Coming
Celso Lopez who is on the play grounds X CHANGE IN PALACE
X
r.ight. Don't miss it.
committee, of which Paul A. F. Wal- X
HOTEL MANAGEMENT. X
A map of the city of Albuquerque
ter is the chairman.
S. A. Akins, a hotel manager X
X
and showing the location etc.. of the
Belen Tribune Burned Out Yester- X of experience
from Kansas X
Terrace Addition, advertised on pagq day the printing office of Wm. Ber-ge- X City, has acquired the famous X
three, will be found in the office of
formerly of Santa Fe. was burn- - X old Palace hotel, Santa Fe's X
the New Mexican so that any one in- - ed out at Belen. From it was pub. X foremost hostelry for many X
terested in this proposition can look lished the Belen Tribune. The loss is X years, and will make many im- - X
it over.
X provements that will give the X
$2,500 and the insurance. $1,800.
How About Your Eyes? Are they in
X hotel a thoroughly modern and X
Win
Cannot
Tommy Ryan,
Flynn
flamed, swollen and do they ache? Ap- - who
X
has quit Jim Flynn as trainer has X satisfactory service.
ply Zook's eye water.
Sundays, special dinner will X
made public an announcement saying: X
Wanted Pictures of Cliff Dwellinqs
"Am disgusted with Flynn.
He is X he served for local business- X
Secretary H. B. Hening, the secre-- ' hog fat and has no chance whatever X men and their families at 50 X
itary of the Bureau of Immigration,! with Johnson. I refuse to have my X cents, thus supplying a need X
this forenoon telegraphed Judge J. R.I name used
further in connection X that Santa Fe has frequently- X
?irFie for pictures of the Cliff Dwell- with this any and
anX
am leaving camp X voiced of late. Other
affair
X nouiicements
ing region to submit to moving picwall be made X
tonight."
ture men. The pictures were sent
X
X later.
Murder Trial at Roswell Commie
Pinkerton Turns 'Em Down Jack Prat her was found guilty of murder in
in district court
Otirley, promoter of the Johnson- - the second degree
at Roswell while Edward
Barnard,
Fiynn fight has received word from
the Pinkerton agency that it cannot tried with him, was acquitted. Both
is Interested and should know
men
and had
had pleaded
f irnish detectives to help preserve
aoout the wonderful
Eli Art: 7 EL Whirling Spray
been
David
of
with
the
charged
killing
order during the big fight and advis- P
The new Vsnlnal Syringe.
Windsor on the Plains.
Best most convenient. It
ing the promoter to depend upon the
s
Picked Up Unconscious G. W.
cleanses instantly.
local authorities.
of Coahoma, Texas, aged 63 years Ask your drugeistfor i
Pleased the Hamilton Ciub When was
the"
Cedar-valIf
he
cannct
suoniy
picked up unconscious at
MARVEL, accept no othci?J
jR. E. Morrison of Prescott, Arizona,
Torrance county. He was trav- but
send stamp fur iUartrated
j a son of
A.
L.
of
east
Morrison
sealed.
It Eivesfull particuJudge
eling overland and suffered a paralytic book
lars
invaluable to ladiei
Palace avenue, last week, in address stroke.
AKJii CO., 44 East 2oJ Streel.New Vorl?
ing i n e riiiiiiinoii ciuu at . nicago, declared that his father and five sons
are all Taft men, cheers went up fr :n
the entire audience.
Ail colors. $1.00 per doz.pants
Auto Injures Man J. E. Speare, a
Santa Fe foreman is in the railway
hospital at Las Vegas, suffering fro:n
Now is the time to
them out
serious injuries received
when an j
automobile driven by William Adlon
of the Meadow City struck the rail- CLARENDON GARDENS
road man. The injured man said he
did not see or hear the machine until
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
too late to escape.
Adlon says he
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
was not running fast.

w

.TV
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SECURE THE BENEFITS
GOOD PLUMBING NOW

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will rr.n without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-all-

By assimi-

-

1

'Phone 4.

HEADQUATERS

corpuscles.
called Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical

B. M Read's

,j- -

NOW AT

F. ANDREWS

History Now on Sale

Discovery.
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just
lating the food eaten the 6ystem is nourished and the blood .
from
on
is
now
takes
and
sale
a
rich
for
is only " the cry
may
red
Nervousness
press,
color.
For Absolutely destroying ants use
of the starved nerves for food," and when the nerves aio
be ordered directly from the author,
Zook's Ant Destroyer.
fed on rich red blood the person looses those irritable feelSnow in Trinidad It snowed for an or through the New Mexican Printing
ings, sleeps well at night and is refreshed in the morning.
hour yesterday at Trinidad, Colorado. Company. Price $10.
I 7as attacked with a severs nervous disease, which wa9 caused by
More
Modern
Needed.
Cottages
a
disorderul stomach and liver," writes Ma. Jas. D. Lively, of Wash-buAgain tonight at the Elks'. The
adone
fenn.. Route 2, Uux 33. "All my friends thought would die and
the
that
Every
after
thought
Coming of Columbus. It's great.
the best physicians save me up. I wa3 advised
to try Dr. Pierce's
Oolcen fcieu.cal Discovery, and derived much benefit from
The Thomas Two Speed Crown journment of the legislature, modern
same. My
case ,iad run so Ion, it had become so chronic that
would effect
nothing
Mowers and Alfalfa Rakes in stock cottages would easily be found for
a permanent cure, but Br. Pierce's medicine has done much for me and
those desiring to rent them.
But
I
recommend it. I heartily advise its use as a sprincr tonic, and
at GOEBELS.
'
to taKe or. fierce a medicines before taeir
ainnf ueopie
n Lwely Eqo
ji run
St. Michael's Collene Pic.nirThn they are scarce as ever.
diswu.es jhave
j
jo lorn that there is uo chance to be cured.
Lrett0 Academy Commencemen- t.- Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser. 31
boys of St. Michael's College went to
stamps; to pay for wrapping and mailing only.
r"
Las Ve&as- the
the Santa Fe canon this morning in
4eve'nng a'
Commencement
takes
to
wagons
spend the day.
E1'Sa aCa' d.a"8? .er.ot
Notice-Sp-arks
has Quit
selling elec - P?Z
01 fuouc in- Selig's Great Masterpiece, The ConnBaseball.
trie irons. He will let you try one rtsHisiuni ouperincenaeni
ing of Col.imbus. In three reels. At
struction, is among the graduates.
Boston, Mass., June 18. (National)
free and the iron will sell itself.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent the Elks' tonight only.
R. H. E.
Seasonable
Merchandise This Rooms
elegantly furnished and havcomThe playgrounds
Boston
4 14 8
Playground
week "Townsend" offers some splenall modern conveniences, Includr mittee has decided on a location for
Cincinnati
3
6 0
did bargains, Kaki, linen and plain ing
electric
and
steam
heat
light,
a playground park, which is centrally
white skirts. Our prices will move jing
Tyler and Rariden;
Benton and
Bank located and convenient for the con- baths, in the First National
Clark.
them.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
struction later of a miblic bath house
Lead Arsenate, London Purple and
,
trt
V
RIHa
Move
This
Will
Brooklyn, June IS. (National):
.Tmlffp
j
i
.ii j
" t"
"
White Hellebore for spraying plants. :R. wrieht has rented- he ReinLrd i:
R. II. E.
icnu uun un me ii iue ciL vun:u iuc
Zook's Pharmacy.
4 5
9
cottage on Marcy street at present land can be procvlred, whether this Brooklyn
Chamber of Commerce
1

Our appetites, of course

35c

Auto-mobi'e- s

XXXXXXXXXX

WHAT

BUT ER!

UP)

Denver, Colo., June IS New
Mexico tonight fiiir; warmer in
north portion; Wednesday fair
and warmer.

Going Picnicking?

Why Women Are Hot RICH.

Sc.

3SXXSXXXXX
WEATHER FORECAST.

s

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

c
Tomorrow The picnic of
Vincent's Orphanage takes place
Man is a millionaire many times over in the possession of blood cells. Worn
tomorrow in Santa Fe canon.
is not quite so rich, tor scientists have proven that the normal nan has five milwill please report at the or- an
lion the woman only four end a half million to a cubic millimetre of blood.
phanage at 9 a. m.
A decrease in number o red blood corousoles und a person " looks pale " ia
I
leSing for Pflueger That is the
fact, is anaemic, the blood does not get the right food end probably the stomach is
gend on a novelty that John Pflueger disordered.
Dr. R. V. Pierce found years ao that a glyceric extract of golden seal and
is distributing among his many customers. It is called a mocking bird Oregon grape roots, queen's root and bloodroot with black cherrybark, would help
assimdatioa of the food in the stomach, correct liver ilb and in Nature's own
the
and is creating a furore in the east.
way increase the red blood
this medicine he
Pic-Ni-

The Home of Quality Groceries j

A

TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1912.
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tandal,d" guaranteed
fixtures in your home.

Wil-kin-

i

w

&

ISlandarir "Albion" Bath

lip

j

Hardware

Fe

Every Xfamm

i

cAcenenee oi
the fixtures, we install plumbing
in a careful and correct
manner,
thus insuring a perfect equipment
throughout, and will gladly go into
details if you will call or write.

High-grad- e

Watches
and
Clocks.

j

Supply Company

set

j

" Time Pieces That

i

Are

Reliable."

THE

"

iBBII

FEATURING

"S

at

READY-TO-WEA- R

33

1-

-3

per cent, discount.

one week only, we feature HighGrade,

SILK DRESSES AT

mi

It is not often that such dainty,
stylish Silk Dresses are offered at so
big a reduction. Included are Dresses
lif!
for Street, Afternoon and Evening
Wear. They are Taffetas, Foulards
and Messalines come in Navy, Tan,
Green, Copenhagen, Changeable Effects
and White.

ouse

or eCCPC

mouse Dress
snow you our 77

W

r,

Ready-to-Wea-

Beginning Wednesday, June
at a SpeciaUune Price,

3 3DI SCOUNT.
There are several styles showing
Lace Trimmed Picture Collars. Where-eve- r
your summer place may be, you
need

At Least One Silk Dress

Baldwin

1
4

in your wardrobe, and this is your opportunity to escure it at a nominal price.

v

We have the largest line in the rcity. Ever
style, color
and qualitv
that is made fnr- th
m uui iui aiiu 3rv UUI
D,SC0UNT- -

B3
tOt
Assortment.

saies people to
close them out at 20 cents per yard. At June price, a few
yards
Ladies' White, Lawn, Batiste, Voile, Marguerette and Llnree

O

-

Poniee Silk

DS.

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

Regular orice

$1

M --V

W',

Per yard

??? f Per

yardS f

Ie"' a"d

ff"33 l'3 per

Cent

WC

ging to

ff"0n a" our

NATHAN SALMON

